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As you begin talked this hook from the Domestic: Policy Association, you are joining thousands of
Americans who 7`e participating, in communities all across the country, in the third season of the
National Issues Forum. This is a collaborative effort to achieve an ambitious goalto bring

Americans together every year to address urgent domestic issues.
This series was conceived and organized by the Domestic Policy Association, which represents the

pooled resources of a nationwide network of organizationsincluding libraries and colleges, museums and
membership groups, service clubs and community organizations. It is an effort that has a special
significance in an election year. The Domestic Policy Association does not advocate any specific point of
view. Its goal is not to argue the merits of particular solutions, but to stimulate debate about what is in the
public interest. The National Issues Forum is not another symposium for expert opinion, or an occasion for
partisan politics. Rather, it provides a forum in which concerned citizens can discuss specific public issues,
air their differences, think them through, and work toward acceptable solutions.

Each year, the convenors of this nationwide effort choose three doinestic policy issues for
discussion. This year's topics are environmental protection, health care costs, and jobs and the jobless.
These are urgent issues that have been prominent in the news. In each of these areas new realities have to he
faced, and important choices made. To address them is to raise serious questions about our values and
priorities: they cannot be viewed only from the perspective of particular interests or partisan politics.

There is an issue hook like this one for each of the topics. These issue hooks are intended as a guide
to the debate. They provide a menu of eh' ices. Unlike so many partisan discussions, these menus come

with a price tag attached.
As the people who have participates in the National Issues Forum over the past two years know, the

forum process doesn't begin and end in local meetings, The DPA schedules a series of national Meetings
each year to convey to elected leaders the views that emerge from these meetings. One of those meetings
will take place this coining spring at the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library in Boston. The enthusiastic
response to these forums over the past two years indicates that leaders are interested in your considered
judgment about these issues. So that your thoughts and feelings can he conveyed in these meetings, we have
provided an issue ballot at the beginning and end of this hook. Before you begin reading and after you have
attended the forums and given some thought to the issue, I urge you to fill out those ballots and mail them
hack to us.

The Domestic. Policy Association's goal is to help citizens engage in discussions about what is in the
public interest. As the editor of these issue hooks, I'm pleased to welcome you to this common effort.

Keith Melville
Editor-in-Chief
National Issues Forum

Domestic Policy Association
5335 Far Hills Avenue
Dayton, OH 45429



NATIONAL ISSUES FORUM

1. The Soaring Cost of Health Care
One of the reasons why people participate in the National Issues Forum is that they want leaders to know how
they feel about these issues. The Domestic Policy Association has promised to convey a sense of your thinking

on the topic of health care both locally and at the national level. In order to present your thoughts and feelings
about this issue, we'd like you to till out this short questionnaire before you attend forum meetings (or before you

read this issue hook. if you buy it elsewhere), and another short questionnaire which appears at the end of this

issue hook after the forum (or after you've read this material).
The leader at your local forum will ask you to hand in this ballot at the end of the forum sessions. If it is

akonvenient to do that, or if you cannot attend the meeting, please send the completed ballot to the DPA in the
attached envelope. In ease no envelope is enclosed, you should send this ballot to the Domestic Policy Association

at 5335 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton. Ohio 45429. A report summarizing participants' views will he mailable from

the DPA next spring.

Part I:
For each item below, check the appropriate box to indicate if it is something

I I we should do now
( I we should do only if health care costs keep rising faster than inflation

I I we should not do under any circumstance

Proposals:

A. introduce more competition into the health care system:

1. Establish higher deductibles so that patients pay more of their medical

hills before insurance coverage begins

PRO: Would remind people that healthcare is CON: Family budgets could he strained. es-

something He pa) for one %%a) or another peel .1Iy in the short run, and some might put
oil 4...king the care they need

2. Provide workers with a choice of insurance plans and incentives to shop

for the insurance the,. need

PRO: %mid put preNNure on insurance com- CON: Called a "bribe for emplo)-ces to dis-
patties to he mote iompenti% e and of ter better insure themselves" because those ho need

\slue. the mone) might opt lily inadequate cmerage

3. Encourage people to join HMOsHealth Maintenance Organizations

PRO: IIMo. ha% e d teCOrd of pro% iding giunl CON: Patients %%mild hae to gi% e up their

health k Are 101" a lover price timid% doctor

B. Limit health care costs through government initiatives:

4. Regulate costs h) imposing Inuits on how much doctors and hospitals can

charge

PRO: I his um ild he the most direct %%At to

t II111.1111 t ONIN

CON: I loyttal and doetors might c Ili hack of
the quality 01 cute they pros ule

5. Make all Medicare and Medicaid recipients pay- more of their own hills
hetore coverage be juts

PRO: V, ould Lits.toutavy mulct esNal% use tit
OK. health 1/4.11e N% stem

CON: Might pre% ent some people. espeetall%
the poor, nom Necking the tate the% neck!

6. impose higher deductibles on Medicare recipients with higher incomes

PRO: lo Tho.k. ho Lan .milord to. CON: since e all pa into Medicare, it's mil

pa% mole lau tot Nome to get more benefits than othcis

4
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Proposals:

7. Require Medicaid recipients to use clinics, HMOs, and other facilities
with a record of holding down costs

PRO: Taxpayers should only have to pa) for CON: If the poor are treated differently from
the most efficient lor111% ()I treatment everyone else. their care will inevitably be-

come second-rate

Should
Do

Now

Should
Only Not Not

If Do Sure

El III El El

8. Raise taxes to pay the increasing costs of Medicare and Medicaid

PRO: An) cutbacks in these programs would CON: lInfair to raise taxes when many of the
leoparthie peoples health elderly can afford to pay more themselves

C. Limit heroic measures to contain costs:
9. Relax malpractice laws to encourage doctors to perform fewer diagnostic
tests and practice less "defensive medicine

PRO: Both "detensise" medicine and the cost CON: Takes away a patient's right to sue. the
of malpractice insurance add lo health care hest protection people have

inflation

10. Define strict criteria about who is eligible for very expensive treatments
such as organ transplants

PRO: Those who would derive the most Ilene- CON: Sonie people will he deprived of life-
ht would still get these procedures saving care

11. Put strict limits on hospitals' ability to buy expensive technology such
as CI' scanners

PRO: Such equipment is usually mailable in CON: Such equipment might not he there for

nearby hospitals those who need it

Part II:
Indicate whether you favor or oppose each of these measures.

Favor Oppose Not Sure
12. Institute a national health insurance program that would

guarantee health insurance for all Americans 1.1 F,1

13. Expand Medicare to provide catastrophic illness protec-
tion to all recipients 1 LJ 1_1

14. Expand Medicare to cover the cost of prescriptions, eye-
glasses, and hearing aids I. 1 Li Li

Part Ill:
Background Questions

15. Did %oil participate in a DNA forum last ,,,ear?

No

16. 1>ni wa (or k %oil) participate in DPA for-
ums on other topics this year?

No

17. Which of these age groups are you in?

Under 18
18 to 19
3(1 to 44
45 to i4
65 and over

18. Are you a man or a woman?

Man
Woman
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materials. In addition to convening meetings each fall in hundreds

of .communities in every region of the country. the DPA also
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ers together to discuss these issues and the outcome of coin-

munit forums.
Each year. participating institutions select the topics that
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public prepares issue hooks and discussion guides for use
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The $350 Billion
Health Care Bill

tt This nation has put a
priority on health care,
and as a result this has
been America's leading
growth industry. The
question is how to curb
its appetite for
additional resources.),

4

This past January, Margaret Heckler. Secretary of the Department

of Health and Human Services, called a press conference to
present a report on the nation's health. Pointing to charts that
showed improvements in life expectancy, infant mortality, and
the death rate attributed to heart disease, she asserted that "the

nation's health is better than ever. We are living longer, we are
living healthier, and we are providing the benefits of our
unparalleled health care system more widely and more
equitably.-

There is no question that America's health care system is
impressive. For the past decade, it has been the country's leading

growth industry. That expansion began in the immediate postwar

years, when there was a widespread sense that too little was
being done to provide for the nation's health, that more of our
resources as a nation should be devoted to medical research,
the training of doctors, and the construction of new health care

facilities. We were becoming a more prosperous nation, and
many people felt that some of the fruits of that prosperity should

he spent to improve the nation's health.
Expenditures in the area of health began to increase steadily.

from 4.4 percent of the gross national product the total amount

spent on goods and services in 195010 7.6 percent in 1970.

Today, in 1984, the share of the gross national product devoted

to health care is more than 10 percent. Which is to say that one

dollar out Kevery ten that we spend in this country goes toward

protecting our health or seeking medical treatment. That amounts

to more than $350 billion a year.
As Mrs. Heckler's charts showed, the increasing share of

the nation's wealth devoted to health care over the past four
decades has led to some real improvements. Life expectancy
for Americans has risen from 63 years to more than 74 years.
Inf;:nt mortality has been reduced by more than half over the
past twenty years. There is now an intensive care burn unit for
every one million Americans. compared to one unit for every
twenty million Americans just two decades ago. There has been

a similar increase in the number of specialized coronary care
units. There have been breakthroughs in diagnostic technologies

such as CT scanners, which reduce the need for risky and
costly exploratory surgery. The use of antihypertensive drugs
has brought about a drastic reduction in both death rates and
severe complications from high blood pressure. Since 1970. as

Mrs. Heckler remarked, there has been an "amaiing- 40 percent

drop in the death rate from strokes. In brief. the nation's
investment in health care has helped to extend the lives of millions

of people. and it has improved the qualit of life for millions
more.

Extending Health Insurance Coverage

One of the most significant changes since the postwar ears is

in the number of people who can afford qualit health care. In
1950, only half of the American people had adequate Insurance

9



for hospital -related expenses. Since then, the percentage of
Amei leans covered by private health insurance policies has
increased 'very rapidly, to the point where most of the working
population and their families are protected.

In I )65. President Johnson signed legislation designed to
provide health insurance for two groups that are often not covered

b., private health insurance plans. the poor and the elderly.
Nfedicaid, a program to whiLli both federal and state governments

contribute. pros ides medical service for the poor. Medicare
pays for Most of the medical costs of those over 65 ---- people

who typically has e only a modest income but high health care

costs in I 972, Medicare coverage was extended to the severely

disabled and the blind, and later to those relluiring kidney dialysis

and kidney transplants.
Thanks to these programs. many Americans have been

able to benefit horn high-quality medical care, regardless of
their personal wealth. This has been especially true for people

s ith lifethreatening medical conditions, such as kidney failure,

As recently as fifteen years ago, most victims of kidney failure
simply died. IOdm, Medicare pays most of the hill for dialysis.
Because of medical innovations such as cataract surgery. artificial

limits, and heart pacemakers. which Medicare pays for, many

people are now able to Ike happily and productively until well
into their 80s. The Medicaid program has been somewhat less
successful. As Mrs. Heckler pointed out.. there is still a
-d1stressing- burden of death and disease among the nation's

poor. Blacks and other minority groups suffer a "persistent and

continuing disparity in the burden of death. illness and
disability.'' But. as she put it, "the situation is improving. We

are making progress.-
In all, user the past generation. many. Americans have

gained protection from the potentially severe financial burden
of seeking medical treatment. Through private insurance plans
or ;government provided health care plans. most people are now

insulated from the cost of medical care a the time it is needed.

Soaring Costs

But there is a problem and the problem is money. in recent

years this nation has been discos ering the high cost of extending

health care protection to such a large portion of the population.
(tonsider what has happened with the Medicare and Medicaid

plograms Like irrany other entitlement programs. their actual

expense Eras far exceeded projected costs. Take Medicare, for

example. V). hen Congress first passed the Medicare program,
which entitled ex erxone Dyer 65 to hospital care. it was estimated

that Medicare would cost SX.8 hilhon by 199n. I..xpenditures
passed that figure In 197 ;, only eight sears aster the program

began I he doubled hetween 1974 and 1979, and again hx
Qs-1

'the (iiik.aon naffs Is whether Medicare w ill he bankrupt

hx 19m) I he program's trustees recently reported that the

n'

"The nation's health is
better than ever. We
are liing longer, %t e
are living healthier,
and we are providing
the benefits of our
unparalleled health
care stem more
%%idely and more
equitabl."

Ni.11;2.11,1 Ileeklcr
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'Soaring Costs of Health Care

PERCENT Of GROSS

NATIONAL PRODUCT

44', 126.9

'12.7

'74.7

94%
'24

109'.
1303

111111. 1111 1 1 1961

TOTAL AMOUNT SPENT ON HEALTH CARE

IN BILLIONS

*Numben lot 1984 an alimamd
Sant NMI Cal imanam Atillantras

"Over the past two
decades, the nation's
medical care bill has
grown more than
tenfold from
$27 billion to more
than $350 billion. Unless
changes are made, we
will continue to spend
more and more on
medical care."

O

hospital insurance fund will he exhausted b then if existing
laws are not changed. Congress must decide w hether to increase

taxes in order to pay the high cost of Medicare and of

Medicaid. which laces a similar problem or to reduce benefits.

But the crisis of the Medicare system is merely a reflection

of the larger problem of health care cost inflation. Several
startling statistics indicate how fast these costs have been

accelerating. Over the past two decades, the nation's medical

care hill nas grown more than tenfold from $27 billion to

more than $350 billion. The cost of an average stay in the

hospital has soared from about $670 in 1971 to more than $2.(XX)

today. While the rate of increase in health care costs has slowed

down somewhat recently. costs continue to grow at a rate that

is far higher than the rate of inflation. If, seems clear that unless

changes are made. we will continue to spend more and more
09 medical care --- and as a consequence limit what is available

for oilier social goods.
It is not just the federal government that is caught in the

pinch of escalating health care costs. Consider the problem

facing the Chrysler Corporation. This year. American business
will spend $70 billion on health insurance. The portion of it
that Chrysler will spend is roughly $400 million. which adds

about $6(X) to the cost of every ear the company manufactures.

The company has unusually generous benefits, and pays benefits

to an unusual number of retired workers, so Chrysler's costs

for insurance premiums are higher than most companies pay.

about $b.000 per employee. which is three times the national

average. But the crunch that the company feels is typical of the

situation of American business in general. Chrysler's problem

is the result of the same forces that have led to the crisis of the

Medicare system.
In the 1950s and I %Os. Chrysler Corporation like the

American economy as a whole was doing quite well. As
Chrysler's current chairman. Lee Iacocca. recently remarked.

"We were a 1201(14 goose business. We were rich. fat and sloppy.

health care costs weren't so great then. and the company was

making a ton of money." So. like the other major automobile

manufacturers. Chrysler agreed to a generous health insurance

policy which cox ers the entire cost of hospitalisation and medical

tests. and most of the cost of outpatient dental. psychiatric.

ision. and hearing care. For retired workers and their spouses.
the company's insurance plan pays almost eery thing that isn't

coxered bx Medicare.
Then, in the mid-107os, insuranc: premiums for health

care started to rise. Ih the late )7( I of Chrslcr and many
other American firms. the cost of medical itkUnince was rising

I aster than an other major business expense. l:ndersiandablx.

('hr L.`111pItAce weren't about to agree to modifications.

I hey argued th,it health henefits were a right the .t.1 on thronoi

collecme bargaining As union head Douglas Fraser put it.

lean benefits are sacred ground Tod.R.Cluxsler, like Ford

and ( ieneral ut r is planning in its 11L.- \ I L:011IILIt't 11C1.:0TlittILIns

11



to ask patients co%eied under its medical plan to pay part of
their expenses for doctors and hospitaliiation. But that change
is regarded as nothing 111111re than a stopgap measure. AN company

chairman Lee Iacocca warns. if the nation's health care system
isn't re%amped. "you're going to see a lot of broke companies.

The Third-Party Health Trap

Who pa,, the $350 billion health care bill? Patients and their
families pa% only a small part of it directly. On the average.
the public pas only about 30 cents of every health care dollar
out ol Its pocket, and e% en less (about ten cents on the dollar)

for hospital cost. Most of those costs are paid for by Medicare

and \fettle:lid. and ph\ ate health insurance plans. In other words.

a Loge part of the health care dollar. and about 90 percent of

the cosi 01 hospital 'care. comes from "third-party payers
and not direct I% Iron( the pockets of patients who receive care.

lit:C.111NC eere insured. we tend to think of health care
costs as \t hat we pa% out ol our ow fl ihICkCIS for an office

% i,ll, 11)1 d prescription. for our share of a hospital hill. But the

truth is that one v.:1% or another. the awrage family does end
up pa mg a large share of the total health care hill. We pay
through out share of federal taws that support the costs of the
Medicare and Medicaid programs. We pay through our share
of state and counts taws to support public hospitals and other
Li mmutin% health needs. Because health care costs push up the

cost 01 doing husincss. ice pay indiectl% through higher prices
for goods and ser% ices. Phis indirect payment comes about he-

cause our emplo% ers pay for medical insurance. Some of the

mime% used lor that purpose might otherw is come to us In

Nitta% Some might he used to e.pand local businesses or to
pros ide nem. )oh, We pa 111 other. less 011%11111s s, ten The

cost to the l S 111..111111\ Mg employers a la\ deduction

medit al piennums amounted to sonic $25 billion last %cai

I hat's hilhon in lost re\ enucs. ta\ dollars that might hae

been spent lot other purposes.
%on add up only the direct pay mem, that

hedlth cme. lot unit pm ate health insurance, and
that pd to, medical sets ices. the annual health

es et adult in merica comes to allow 's2.001)

s,-Lotio Iles fol each tamth

111:11sC 114

1111' our goes

care hill for
or more thau

Are Health Care Costs Out of Control?

I Ile ltdstill \\ II\ 111i1Cs Mt much concern about health care costs
that the "fc cr likck to continue their upward spiral. Mc

re% olution in medical tet. Imolog% that has pushed costs upward

shoos no sit:n 111 ahating. ( her the nt."t two decades. the into(
hei \mei osei hS III L' IlledIL.11 1/4.11e 1111

the tivici I% cost, more than it does tor the rest of the populdnon.
this increase m the nunther of older .\ mericans st 111 push costs

sill) hl_'flt'I %%tide there Is k 111.II pio

What Do You Pay Each Year
for Health Care?

Because most of us are insured. we think of health care

costs as what we pay out of our own pockets for an office

visit, for a prescription. for our share of a hospital bill. But

we really pay much more than that. Here is what the health

care hill for the nation is expected to look like in 1984.

What You Pay .

There is our share of federal funds used to

pay for Medicaid. Medicare and other
national health programs. That averages out

to about $660 each year for every adult $660

There is our share of state and county taxes

to pay for public health programs and

facilities.
That is about $288 each year for each of us $288

There's the money our employer pays for
medical insurance. Some of that money

might he corning to us in salary. And some

of it might be used to expand local

businesses and provide new jobs.

That comes to $592 per adult $592

Then there's what we pay directly. On the

average, that's $626 $626

In 1984. it is e \peeled to add up to $2,166

for every adult $2,166
Sottrue ('N% are estimates for I 084 based on ligures Craw the Health Care

1manutug Adim nislrat
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hum:, high quafits medical care must he one of this nation's

pi lot there is a :21t11% mg sense that some alternatRe he,s tO

he build to control the was in which health care is current's
In this book our purpose is not to e\

amine al of the tak-tois that contrihute to health care costs. nor

Ii' assemble a IN it ml hotit the prohlem can he

Harlot Out nun is rather to esamme some it the proposed

`"Ititui". and to Prkuoke debate ;ih lut them

'sonic people behese that the problem oink' he soled b
(M110111111' tlllileie. salt Lih tests or escessise hospital .dials

sums But it is innealistic to espeet that it can he soled pain

ls\ls h make a dent in the notion's health care budget. we

w ise tout Medi %%ith the tat.

( het the past tcw years. a lisels debate has begun about

how ontam health care costs. a dehatc that invokes malt

01 the inteiested parties hokpital administrators. phssICIans,

utHpallie . I ihor unions. business. and go% ernmcn.

I MIernt options ale helng proposed. and some decisions arc

'Over the past fess
years, a lively debate
has begun about how
to contain health care
costs. The debate will
influence decisions that
affect the well-being of
more than 230 million
imericans."

being made. Both the administration and state legislatares have
proposed health care cost-containment legislation. Some .states

have taken measures to cut people from the Medicaid rolls, or

to reduce the number of services covered by that program. Com-

panies are trying to reduce their health care insurance costs by

pressing workers to pas a larger share of their own medical

bilk.
The purpose of this book is to prOvide a framework for

discussion. In the following sections we will eamine three
distinctive approaches to cost cutting. The first is to encourage

more cost consciousness on the part of both health care eon-

sumerN and providers. 'the second is to reduce the cost of pub-

licly suhsidited health care programs. The third is to cut costs
by rationing certain types of medical care. Fach of these mea-

sures would result in significant savings. But each would also

deny some potentially beneficial services to some patients. These

are decisions that affect the well-being of more than 230 million

Americans. which is .sit it is essential that the public Join in

the debate.
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RX for High Medical
Bills: More Competition

tt
es

r.;

Alarmed at the result
of writing a blank
check for the health
care industry, man3,
people advocate
changes that would
encourage consumers
as well as providers to
he more cost
conscious.),

Think for a moment about what you'd do if you were interested
in buying a new ear. Because this is a "big- ticket" item, one
of the largest purchases that most families make. you'd probably

he careful to make sure that you get your money's worth. First
of all, you'd figure out how much you're able to spend on a
car. You'd have a pretty good idea of the kind of car you need,

as well as the make that you like. Knowing that prices vary
from one dealer to another. you'd probably shop around.
Salesmen might, try to convince you to buy the top-of-the-line
model, and more accessories than you need. But you know that

you have to he realistic. Alter all, you're ooing to have to pay
for it.

Another "big-ticket item in every family's budget their

share of the nation's health hill costs, on average, just about

what it costs per year to own and operate a car. But the contrast

between the way most people shop for a car and the way they

"shop for medical care could hardly he greater.

Even the most intrepid shoppers, people who take more
pleasure out of getting a bargain than they do from the purchase

itself, leave their copies of Consumer Reports and their habit
of comparison shopping at the door when they enter the doctor's

office. The same consumers who shop furiously for the best
bargain on station wagons and ('uisinarts report dutifully to
whatever hospital their physician sends them for tests and
treatment. Most of us don't even ask what each test will cost,
or whether we really need to spend one more day in the hospital.

The reason for the difference isn't hard to understand.
When you buy a car. you pay for what you order. every penny
of it. But when you receive medical care, a large part of the
costs are paid by someone else.

For some 50 million people who qualify for Medicare or
Medicaid. the costs are subsidized by the government. For some

SO million Americans who are privately insured by Blue Cross.

Blue Shield, or any of the 200 other commercial insurers, the
costs are subsidized by all of the people who participate in the
plan. The payment for one party (the patient) to another (the
hospital) by a third party (the insurance firm or the government)

is called a "third-party payment.'' Because such third-party
payments cover Y., percent of the cost of hospital hills, out -of-

pocket costs are fairly modest. With that subsidy, most people
choose to buy far more expensive care than they would if they
were not so well insured. Think of the kind of car you'd buy
if you had to pay just ten cents out of every dollar of its price.

Because of those third-party payments. most of us have
110 more than a modest financial stake in the decisions male
about our care. If we were cost conscious if we went to
doctors who charge less, for example. or to hospitals whose

rates ari. lower that behavior wouldn't he rewarded. For
example, a Medicare beneficiary who chose a lower-cost health

care option would not receive a dime from the savings.
Furthermore, in most companies employees have no choice

9 14



"The health care
industry is a classic
example of market
failure. We have
allowed it to evolve in a
direction in which
waste, overuse, and an
upward spiral of fees
are encouraged, whiles
efficiency and economy
are discouraged."

Alain Ent flux en

among insurance policies. nor do most people know what their

insurance plan costs.

Rut the tault doesn't lie lust w ith consumers. None of the

othei parties in the health care delixerx system haxe had reason

to he cost conscrous culler. Since ph sicians and hospitals are

assured of pax ment regardless of the cost. they are happy ui

oblige the public in its demands for the best service. Physicians

tx pit lly exercise little restraint oxer the goods and sera ices that

thex order in the course of treatment. ('rifles charge that this

attitude leads to tar too manx lahoratorx tests. the menise of

expensixe new technologies. and hospital stays that are longer

Man necessary I hxsicians respond that an additional test or

neatment east.'/;/ help They argue that the highest ethical

mipciatRe if the medical profession is not to keep costs (town

bin to do ex erx thing possible for the patient. Critics respond

that -ex el\ Mint! possihIc he xery costly indeed.
soil Congress recently approxed a new Nledicare

reimbursement scheme w Inch sets Inuits on the fees it w ell

reimburse for each diagnostic categorx. Medicare like Blue

( 'loss reimbursed health care institutions on the hasis of their

0\IN. sit it V.1s11( in the hospitals' interest to econonnie. I ndei

chat sxsterm..uix hospital that reduced its costs would reduce

10

its income. So hospitals typically solved their financial problems

not by economizing but by maximizing reimbursements.

A third -party pavnient system which offers reimbursement

on a cost-plus hasis has protected ndividuals against the high

costs of health care, and provided nl funds tit ealth care

institutions. Rut in doing so it has created a serious I (llem
for the entire society. "The health care industry.- say. Alain

Enthoven, an economist who specit this a a% "is a
... __-

classic example of market failt We have allotsed it to evolve

in a direction in which wait': overuse, and an upward spiral of

fees are encouraged/ efficiency and economy are

discouraged.
Over the past few years. many people have argued that

the best .way to contain health care costs is to set in motion

.forces that we normally take for granted in free markets. In this

view, the hest way to contain soaring health care costs is to take

advantage of people's inclination to get the most for their money,

and to encourage providers to compete with each other to lower

the costs.
Various proposals have been made under the banner of

competitive health care. Essentially. these plans are different

ways of accomplishing three related goals. each of which is

important if Consumers are to he persuaded to he more cost

conscious and health care providers more competitive. First.

consumers must have a personal financial stake in reducing

health care costs. Second. they must he urged to shop around.

to choose from among competing health care plans. Finally.

they must have lower-cost alternatives to choose from
l.et us examine alternatives designed to accomplish each

of these goals, and explore their likely impact.

A Personal Stake in Reducing Costs

That so many Americans have health care insurance today rep-

resents a major accomplishment and a significant change from

the situation that existed as recently as the I 950s. It is not just

that more Americans are covered than ever bet' re: health in-

surance has also become increasingly comprehensive. Rather

than providing protection chiefly against large and unexpected

medical bills. health insurance r011tinek pays for relatkely minor

expenses such as eyeglasses and regular dental care. Oxer the

past two decades. many employers lime substantially reduced

or eliminated the deductihles and coinsurance paid by their

employees.

It is easy to understand why C1111)10\ Ces and their repre-

sentatives in collectixe bargaining haze so eagerly sought corn-

prehensix c medical insurance. Considering the high cost of
medical treatment. we want all the insurance protection we can

:/et. It is understandable. too. xxhx employees lime so Ire
quently opted for more comprehensixe insurance rather than for
the largest wage hikes they could y.et One of the maim in
ducements to the purchase of health insurance is the tax sub.
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sidles that arc available tot this purpose both to employers and
individuals. Employers can deduct much of the cost of what
they pa) toward health insurance from their taxes. Many in-
dividuals deduct as much as half of the amount they pay for
health insurance premiums. In addition, employer-provided
health insurance i s not counted as taxable income. As a result,

each dollar that an employer spends on health care insurance
buys about 50 percent more in health care services than it would

it the dollar had been paid in additional wages to workers. who
could then purchase their own insurance. These tax policies

which in tact are a form ot subsidy -7 have encouraged em-
ployees and their unions to choose more comprehensive insur-

ance rather than higher wages.

icy suhsidiiing the purchase of health insurance, the gov-
ernment has encouraged more comprehensive insurance, in-

cluding "first-dollar" coverage which is to sa that patients

are required to pay only a nominal lee, or nothin t all, before

they receive health insurance benefits. By providing such cov-

erage. insurers have in effect issued an invitation to consumers

to disregard the cost of health care. As a consequence. con-
sumers have no reason to think twice about visiting the doctor,

no incentiv e to seek less expensive care. It has become a vicious

cycle, a self-perpetuating process: the high cost of care induces

taint lies to get more comprehensive coverage: with more COM-
prehensi e coverage people use the health care system to a
greater extent; w hich encourages hospitals to produce more ser-

v ices; and that. in turn, makes comprehensive coverage even

more attractive.

Critics of this system argue that it represents the triumph
01 good intentions over common sense and that an). serious
et fort to contain spiraling health costs must begin with its al-

teration. It consumers had higher deductibles. they'd cut down

on unnecessary visits to the doctor and shop around more care-

fully tor medical sees ices.

SOCI-,11 recent proposals trout employers and the govern-

ment have tocused on increasing the deductible. Many corpo

rations have recently raised the portion of the medical hill that

employees arc required to pay, and others are planning to do

so inployerS argue that the $50 deductible a common leas.

tune in many programs was put into effect in the 1950s, ,4. hen

it represented a substantial amount ot money, roughly what it

..ost tom a two-day stay in the hospital. A deductible equivalent

to the cost of a two day hospital stay today would amount to

more than ';5(x1 Lmployers ,ay that they are lust belatedly
adiusoug top the elicits of inflation.

An innovative variation on this approach provides cash
benefits that ma> add up to several hundred dollars per Year for
employees kk hi) don't go to the hospital or call on their doctor

In Mendocino. California. -stay well" accounts have ;given
some :'.51 X I school C1111)10% des a stake In their health care ex
penditures As one teacher remarked, w ith a "stay well- ac

I I

Some people fear that if medical services are regarded as other
commodities in the marketplace, patient care will suffer.
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"For the past 30 years
we've come up with
bigger and fancier
benefit packages. The
public has responded
predictably by saying,
'We paid for them.
Now let's use them.'"

James Anderson

count. "!.ou think twice about running to a doctor when you
have a sore throat.

Hut plans to give people a stake in health care costs have

proved to he very controversial. Critics fear that it will prompt
some people to seek lower-quality care or to avoid treatment
that they need. They have spoken out against higher deductibles
and "stay well'. accounts on the ground that they encourage
people to play "Russian roulette with their health. Higher
deductibles might cause families to postpone spending $50 to

see a specialist about a troublesome mole, delay treatment of

a youngster's earache, or skip dental X rays. Such actions, they

point out, could lead to far more serious and expensive rn
problems down the road. Advocates of these plans maintain
that the sere ices people choose to pass up are unnecessary.

To proponents of a more competitive health care system.

the argument for higher deductibles (and co-payments where
patients pa,. a certain percentage of the fee) is both simple and

compelling. As well intentioned as the efforts to insulate pa-
tients trout the costs of medical care have been, such features

as first dollar cocrage and low co-payments have encouraged

millions of Amencans to disreg:,-d health care costs. And as
long as most people have no incemive to economize, they're
going to keep making more demands on the healthcare system

and wall all end lip mg the huge hill that results.
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Who Pays for Hospital Care?

811°/o

THIRD-
PARTY
PAYERS

1204, OUT OF POCKET PAYMENTS
BY PATIENTS

2% OTHER

130h STATE AND LOCAL
GOVERNMENT

40% FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT

010/0 PRIVATE
INSURANCE

COMPANIES

You'd Better Shop Around

A second proposal would make the health care system more
competitive by encouraging people to seek out the care that
gives them the most for their dollar. Currently. employees are
typically passive recipients of health care insurance and medical

services. Reformers point out that the entire system would he
more competitive if consumers were offered a choice of plans.

and an incentive to shop for the best health care value. Em-
ployers could offer a choice among various plans, and then
make equal dollar contributions toward any option that em-
ployees choose.

This is what is taking place in such firms as Alcoa, Quaker

Oats, B. F. Goodrich. and the Polaroid Corporation. Rat her
than providing a specific health insurance plan for employees.
these companies lay out several possibilities and offer health
care reimbursement accounts that can he applied to an of them.

For example. employees at the Polaroid Corporation in Cam-
bridge receive a detailed brochure that describes nine different
health plans serving the area. The company contributes a fixed

amount each month $133 for each worker with a family.
Employees must choose a plan that covers the cost of cata-
strophic illness. But with that exception. thQ. are free to pick
the plan of their choice. Some of those plans are more extensive
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thanrifhers, some covet the costs of doctor's visits while others

do not. sonic include Iirst-dollar coverage while others have a

relates ely high deductible. But with a health care reimbursement

account. you are tree to choose among the various plans to lind

one that suits you hest. II you choose a plan that costs more

than your company 's contribution. you would have to make up

the diflerence_ II you choose a plan that costs less than that

monthly figure, you pocket the difference.
I'he w hole point of encouraging health care consumers to

shop around in this way Is to put pressure on doctors and hos-

pitals to keep their costs down. It seems to work. People who

purchase their own health care plans have an incentive to coin

panson shop for the hest ,alue, and that puts pressure on in

snrance companies to control their costs to keep their rates

kompetinve This in turn puts pressure on physicians and hos-

pitals to invest only in facilities rid equipment that enhance

their ability to otter care at reasonable cost.
As appealing as health care reimbursement accounts may

sound. this approach has its opponents. Such initiatives have

been labeled -a bribe for employees to disinsure themselves.

Alternatives to Fee-for-Service Medicine

The two proposals that we has Oust considered promise to make

the health care system more competitive by giving consumers

a financial stake in health care decisions that affect them. A

third proposal would reduce costs by changing the way in which

medical ser% ices arc deli cred.
Traditionalls, American medical practice was organised

around ph% sicians to pri% ate practice and nonprofit hospitals.

But oker the past kw decades there have been some striking

changes in both of these areas. ( iroup practice has grown to the

point w here about one in tour physicians works in an arrange-

ment with other doctors_ FWD more strIkillg is the change in

hospltals )Ile ollt ()I CO)! hospital beds in this nation Is now

ploIdcd k profit making hospital chain.

What has not changed er much N the so-called leefor-

ser%1LV pa \ ment s% stein In which doctors are paid for each set--

\ ice the pros ide. each medical inters ennui) they perform. This

s\ steal. crimes contend, Is the harrier that stands between us

and more cost etteetke health care. What eery communik

needs. the argue. Is dn alternathe to the traditional dell

ineder al se/sit t one that makes a \ anek ot medical ser\ ices

.oadable tinder one roof. and one that otters comprehenske

inedu. al Late. the pre \ enti e care that doctors often

slight all for a \ ed .amount. paid in ad ance. Such prepaid

plans whlth otter a toll range of health care sCIA ices are now

t.illed I kohl) NlaintenanLc Or:lam/anon, (HMOs. Actually.

Nelm'd Ih'.11111 `el ri ha% e been around for \ ears. ( )ne of the

earliest the Kaiser Permanente Medical Care program that

was initiated in 19 kx for workeis on the Grand ( 'oulee Dam

todd\ the lait'est medical prok ider of this sort
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Because care is paid for in advance, IIMOs has e no in-

centive to MCI- diagnostic tests that may not he necessary, to

provide superfluous services or to recommend unnecessarily

long stays in the hospital. In short. because they are not reim-

bursed on a procedure-by-procedure basis, IIMOs have a strong

incentive to keep costs down.
In addition. while doctors customarily treat patients on an

episodic basis. when specific medical symptoms occur. HMOs,

because they operate on a fixed-fee basis, assume a continuing

responsibility for care, and place more emphasis on preventive

services. They typically provide flu shots, fur example, and

annual checkups as a was of minimiiing future costs.

Statistics suggest that medical costs for people enriilled in

HMOs are lower than they are for people with conventional

coverage. People enrolled in California's Kaiser plan. for ex-

ample, have health care costs that are 10 to 40 percent lower

than for people with conventional eoverage.
low are those savings achieved"! Because HMOs have an

incentive to choose less costly modes of treatment, they less

A
"$1500 for every

and thatl myfinalo err
IMO

How absurd it sounds a consumer of medical care who's

actually concerned about the price!
But while he may be greeted with amazement by the

hospital staff, it isn't really be who's amazing its the rest

of us, who've been buying health care as if money grew on

trees.
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"Many people have
fundamental
reservations about
trying to keep costs of
health care down
through 'pro-
competitive' measures.
They argue that the
marketplace is a cold
arena for people who
are sick and
vulnerable, and unable
to make he
calculations that the
market demands."

often admit patients to hospitals and more frequently resort to
treatment on an outpatient hasi,. Patients who receive cart
through II MOs also take fewer diagnostic tests and have mark-

edl Tower surgical rates.
Costs arc lower in HMOs for another reason too. If you

belong to an HMO. %ou are likely to he assisted by a variety
of health professionals who do not have the intensive training
to specialt, care that doctors receive, but who are well qualified

to provide primary, preventive, or emergency care. In HMOs,
these "physician extenders.' who include nurse clinicians,
pediatric assistants, or physicians' assistants work under the

guidance and supervision of physicians. It is through such mea-

sures that IIMOs promise to increase access to medical care
while lowering costs.

As health care costs have accelerated over the past decade.

interest in IIMOs has grown considerably, especially among
corporations searching for a way to contain their costs. Na-
tionall. more than It) million people arc now enrolled in HMOs.
Still. grow th in enrollment has been relatively slow, partly he-
cause num\ people are reluctant to leave their personal doctors.

Illls teluctance reflects one of the chief criticisms of prepaid
plans. that the take aw a% one's freedom to choose a personal

ph% sician People w ho reccRe their health care through HMOs

are not tree to seek out a specialist when they have a particular
ailment Nor can the go to a particular hospital if it offers
something that the% particularl want. Advocates of HMOs re-
spond that in a medical emergenc sour family physician would
ter% Illse I% send %on to a particular hospital. or refer you to a

specialist an%wa% Nonetheless, man, people are reluctant to

Noel- their tel with a doctor who provides more per-
sonal .issist.ince than the% might receive at an HMO.

ot the :!tim mg concerns about HMOs is that many of
them ale hernia conterted into tornrotit operations and com-
bined into national health care firms. FAcn sonic of the early
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advocates of IIMOs have reservations about whether for-profit

health care centers managed by national corporations can main-

tain high professional standards and provide quality care. Ques-

tions have also been raised as to whether HMOs are likely to
serve poorer communities and patients with severe medical
problems.

Health Care in the Marketplace

The various proposals that have been made in the name of
erecting a more competitive health care system raise funda-
mental questions about how medical services should be pro-
vided. Advocates of such measures as HMOs, cost-sharing
strategies, and consumer choice among health plans insist that

something has to he done to keep the costs of health care from
soaring still higher. Convinced that fee-for-service medicine
subsidized by private health insurance and by Medicare and
Medicaid has provided a blank check todoctors and hospitals,
they feel that the system urgently needs to be overhauled. The
hest hope for making medical care once again an "economic
good," in their view, is to make sure that consumers have an
incentive to keep costs down and to shop around. Even such
established organizations as the American Medical /Association

and the House of Delegates of the American Hospital Associ-
ation have endorsed the "consumer choice" concept as long

as it does not result in the rationing of care or a reduction in
the quality of medical service.

But many people have fundamental reservations about
trying to keep costs of health care down through "pro-com-
petitive" measures. In their view, it is misleading and inappro-
priate to compare the purchase of medical care with the purchase

of a car. They argue that the marketplace is a cold arena for
people who are sick and vulnerable, unable to make the c.al-
culations that the market demands. From their perspective, health

care is not a realm in which economizing is appropriate. If'

people delay medical diagnoses, or put off needed medical in-
terventions, what appears in the short run to he a prudent way
of keeping costs down may turn out to he a very foolish form
of economizing.

So one of the debates about health care is between those
who would rely on market forces to keep costs down and those
who feel that while the market works well for a lot of other
purposes, it is not appropriate here. After all, we rely on the
public sector to provide certain services such as police and

lire protection that are essential to our well being. And we
rely on the government particularly when a basic right is at
stake. Since access to quality health care is widely regarded as
a right that should he denied to no one, perhaps the most prom-

ising direction for reform lies not in increased competition but
in redetining the government's role. So that is what we turn to
next, the government's role in health care what it Is. and

what it should he.
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4\1.0
The Government's Role:
Redefining Benefits,
Regulating Prices

tI Although ours is a
N+ private health care

system, the
government plays a
major role in it. Many
people are convinced
that costs could be
contained if the
government's role were
redefined.),

Although people normally think of America's health care system

as a private enterprise, the government's role in it is actually

quite extensive, and that was true even before the adoption in
1965 of Medicare and Medicaid. On the state and local as well

as the federal level, the government has been involved for years

in health care. As the operator of a nationwide network of
hospitals that expanded rapidly following the Second World
War, the Veteran's Administration has been a very visible factor

in the health care system. Less visible but hardly less influential

were some of the measures adopted in the late I 940s, such as

the Hill-Burton Act, which put the power of public finance
behind the construction of new hospitals. In dozens of other

ways, including state-run hospitals and community health clinics,

the government has been an active partner in the health care

system for decades.

The Regulatory Approach
Partly because the government's role in health care is so exten-

sive, many people are convinced that decisive government ac-

tion is n'ecessary if soaring costs are to he contained. The most

direct way in which the government can influence costs in this

area is to regulate the prices that health care providers charge,

which represents a very different strategy for cost reduction

from the . ne proposed by those who advocate a more compel- .

itk.e. system.
Those who favor the regulatory approach to cost contain-

ment believe that, as much as we might like the health care

market to resemble the market for other commodities. it is fun-

damentally different. In their view, it is unrealistic to assume

that in this market providers will ever compete among them-

4
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54.1'5 to the point w hew pi ices are contained by that means
alone. Adx ()caws 01 price control argue that doctors and hos-

pitals are in roughly the same position that lire lighters or po-
licemen would be in if we had to pay for their services. The
s,;1. ice the\ perlorm is so aluable that w hen we need it we're
in no position to argue about the price. And since the market
cannot el I ectively regulate w hat health care providers charge,

the goernment has to
So perhaps the most useful thing the ,..overnment could do

would he toimpose Illnits on how much doctors and hospitals
get paid for their sen, ices. This is quite a popular approach
because it seems to oiler a painless solution a way to contain

costs without cutting hack services. But this approach is neither
so singk nor so trouble-free as it appears. In the 1970s, Coin-

gress made several attempts to control rapidly rising hospital
expenditures. For example. it created a certificate-of-need pro-
gram. w Inch required states and localities to approve proposals

lor new health lacilities and equipment. During the Nixon ad-
ministration. at a tutu: when wageand-price controls were ill
el I ect in many sectors, special limits were placed on the medical

profession.
once controls were lifted, however, prices rose quite rap-

idly. Sc \ eral years later, the Carter administration asked Con-
gress for the authority to impose limits on hospital expenditures,

the perchase ()I medical equipment. and the construction of new

health I actlities. Alter heated debate, Congress rejected those
proposals. As much as the members of Congress wanted to keep

costs dow n. many had reservations about the regulatory ap-
proach and w het her it is desirable for the government to regulate

prices in onv sector of the economy. Nonetheless, Congress
took the regulator\ approach in October 1983 when it initiated
a new sx slew of reimbursing hospitals that treat Medicare pa-
tients. According to that reimbursement procedure. all hospitals

are paid the same amount for treating patients those diagnoses
ate the same Slime suspect that this new s: stem creates a per-

%erse incentixe for hospitals to skimp On care in order to max-

nue their rex elutes_ :lines are tearful too that when a hospital's

Losis exceed Medicare's standard winthursement. the extra costs

max he shil ted to other patients Whose medical hill is not sub.

sidi/ed h. the go\ ernillent.
rhat new reimbursement scheme was out into ellect so

'tenth. that it is hard to sa at this point \% hat its Iong term

Hilly. I III he ()rice again. as in the 1970s. %%hill Is at issue is
wk.. awl loll, to do so ate likely to be successltd.

Re-examiling Medicare and Medicaid

there is .1 second wax In which the goxernment could control
health care costs, and that is PI), making substantial changes in

the two largest public health care plans. Nledicare and Medic
'onaess in the head 41,1\ of the (ireat SoL ict.

these twin programs were intended to proxide health care to
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individuals who are not covered by prix ate insurance plans.

They were intended as a response, in President Johnson's words,

"to the injustice which denies the miracle of '.1ealing to the old

and the [xior.-
Medicare was intended as a guarantee to the elderly

who use the health care system more than any other segment

of the population except newborn babies that in case of
illness they would not be reduced to poverty, or fOrced to seek

a bed in some hospital's charity ward. Medicare represented an
extension of the Social Security system. It is a program to which

workers and their employers jointly contribute ill order to pro-
vide health insurance in old age. Medicare was. in brief, an
affirmation of the principle that the elderly are both needy and
deserving, that they should he entitled to quality health care.

Medicaid a hastily written, little-discussed program that

was passed soon after -- represented a joint commitment On
the part of the federal government and the states to provide
health care to the poor. Together, these two programs held out

the promise of equal access to medieal care.
When those programs were passed, health care was still

often rationed according it) people's ability to pay. In 1964, for
example, the poor went to physicians 20 percent less often than

did the rest of the American population. Whites saw physicians
42 percent more often than did blacks, and individuals from
families with incomes under !':;.?..000 ocr year underwent surgery

only hall as often as people in families whose income was at
least $7,500 per year.

Because of Medicare and Medicaid, which now provide
health care coverage for more than 50 million people about

one in live Americans -- some of those blatant inequities have

been eradicated. Recent studies suggest that while whites still

x isit physicians more often than blacks, the differences are not
so striking as they were two decades ago. Overall. the poor
now visit physicians more ()lien than the rest of the population,

and the rate at which they undergo surgery is substantially higher

than for the 4merican population as a whole.

Great Expectations, High Costs

Largely as a result of Medicare and Nledicaid. progress has
been made toward a socier, which oeopl reeeRe quality
medical care regardless of their economi, means. But those
gams haxe conk' at a xer\ high cost, far higher than anticipated
I)N, the members of Congress Who first proposed the: programs.

When Nledicald was first proposed, Its ptoponents were
convinced that Its cost would remain quite nil4fest. Sponsors
conlidenth predicted that It would not exceed SI billion a year
for the lorsceable future. In fact. annual expenditures now ex-

ceed $10 billion ten tunes more than the program cost in its

first N, ear. In terns of grants in-aid to state go%ertlinellt. Med
icald Is now the most expensixe of all such ledeial programs.

In targeting public Rinds 101 health e,ue 101 the poor. the
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Medicaid and Medicare: Steadily Rising Bills

MEDICAID

go% aliment identified a real problem ha! underestimated its
seerity The poor are more susceptibk to medical problems
because of poor nutrition. Because relatively few people from
low inctae families have routine medical examinations, when
the come lor treatment their problems tend to he quite serious.
Moremer. because they often don't have family physicians.
when the poor seek medical attention they frequently resort to
the most espensiw kind of care. such as that provided by emer-

genc wards. "l') complicate the matter. the Medicaid program
has been plagued with scandal and accusations that both doctors

and hospitals are taking ad% antage of it.

All 01 these factors have contributed to staggering cost
increases for the Medicaid program increases that averaged

15' percent per sear in the late I 970s. That alone created quite
a strain on state budgets. The problem got worse in 1981 when

lor the first time in the history of the Medicaid program, the
federal go% krnment took steps to reduce its expenditures in this

area Since 1982, federal matching payments for Medicaid have

been reduced b% at least 3 percent per year. Largely because of

the rising costs of providing medical assistance to the indigent.
states arc laced w ith a hard choice between raising taxes or
paring down the list of people w ho are eligible for Medicaid.

I he stun, of the Medicare program is much the same. In
19(0. the first full sear of the Medicare program. expenditures
totaled slightl% more 141 $4.5 billion. Within a few years.

17

MEDICARE ESTIMATE

Medicare became the fastest growing expenditure in the federal
budget. Its cost has more than doubled in each five-year period

since then. The rate of increase for Medicare currently exceeds
every other federal expenditure, including defense spending.
Medicare costs for fiscal year 1984 are now estimated at more

than $66 billion.
Why are costs of the Medicare program rising so fast? One

reason why outlays have increased is that the population is
getting older. But the largest influence pushing up the program's

expense is simply the accelerating per-patient medical costs.
While Congress has already made several attempts to keep the

program costs from soaring still higher. these changes are in-
significant compared to a projected Medicare deficit of 82(X)
Killion in another decade. Med,:are's trustees now report that
its hospital insurance trust fund will he bankrupt by 1990 unless

something is done either to pump more funds into the program

or to cut hiaYk expenditures.

So. two decades after the passage of Medicare and Med-
icaid. there is an urgent need to devise sonic way to contain
these programs whose annual cost is about $100 billion and
rising.

In June 1984. members of the !loose and Senate met to
discuss a series of rP.:w steps to contain the costs of govemment-

subsidized health programs. Those negotiations were widely
viewed as a pr,lude to substantial revisions that must he made
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Medicare and Medicaid in Brief: A Guide to Programs and Benefits

What Is Medicare?
Medicare is a federal health insurance program, established
in 1965, that covers 27 million aged and about 3 million
disabled individuals. Enrollment in Medicare's Pail A, the
Hospital Insurance Program, is mandatory. Enrollment in

Part B, its Supplementary Medical Insurance program, is

voluntary.

How Is it Funded?

Medicare is funded by the federal government through the

Medicare trust fund, which taxpayers support with a portion
of their Social Security tax. In 1984, workers and
employers are each required to pay 1.3 per cent of the first

$37,800 of an employee's earnings to cover the hospital

insurance tax.

Who Are the Beneficiaries?
All persons h5 and over are eligible for benefits. In
addition. Medicare provides disability payments to the blind
and severely disabled and to those requiring kidney dialysis

regardless of their age.

What Does Medicare Cover?
Medicare's Part A pays for hospital care and some home

health services. tinder certain circumstances, it also pays
part of the physician's tees. In addition. it covers 1(X) days

of medically necessary care in a nursing facility. Part 13 pays

for health services and supplies not covered by hospital
insurance. including physician's fees, diagnostic tests,

therapy, and the costs of surgery.

How Much Does the Recipient Pay?
Medicare's Part A has several cost-sharing provisions. One

is a deductible of $356 roughly equivalent to the cost of

one day in the hospital for the first 60 days of care.

Another is a co payment of $89 per day for the 61st through

the 90th days of a hospital stagy For the next two months of

a hospital stay. there is a daily co-payment of SI 78.

Similarly, there are Rko %.kas in which people enrolled in

the Supplementary Medical Insurance program ( Part 13)

share expenses 1.heY pay a monthly premium of '1,17. 70

[hes also pay the first $75 of covered expenses as a

deductible

For Further Information
lo apply for Medicare benefits. s i \it your local Social

ties ui it AtiniffilstratIon office For more detailed
inloi matron. ask fora cop% of }our Meth( we Huth/book

What Is MediCaid?
Medicaid is a program that provides medical assistance for
low-income persons who are blind, disabled, or members of
families with dependent children. At a cost of about $30

billion in 1983, it provided benefits to 23 million people.

How Is it Funded?
Medicaid is funded jointly by the federal government and

the states. The federal share of Medicaid expenditures

varies from one state to another depending upon the average

income of residents in the state. Nationwide, slightly more
than Italia the program's costs are paid out of federal tax

dollars, the rest from state funds.

Who Are the Beneficiaries?
Eligibility standards vary from state to state. Medicaid

covers those persons who receive payments under Aid to

Families with Dependent Children and Supplementary
Security Income (for the aged, blind, and disabled). Others

are eligible in some states depending upon their income,

their assets, and the extent of their medical expenses.

Nationwide, about a third of Medicaid benefits are paid to
hospitals providing services to poor children and their
mothers. The largest portion of Medicaid funds is paid for

medical services provided to women over 50 who are

widowed or divorced.

What Does Medicaid Cover?
Medica: services covered by Medicaid vary widely from
state to state. However, all states are required to cover

certain costs such as laboratory and X-ray services.
physician services, hospital .services, and certain types of

nursing care to patients who qualify. More than four out of

ten Medicaid dollars are paid to nursing homes for some

nine million elderly and disabled recipients.

How Much Does the Recipient Pay?
tinder present Medicaid law. states are permitted to require

co-payments of Medicaid recipients. Most slates. hoA e% cr.

do not require any form of pax, ment tor t 1visits .0 Loetors or

hospitals. The majority of states that hase de,:ided to charge

certain co-payments have gcneralk done 4, Lilly for the

costs of prescription drugs

For Further Information
'1O find out more about Met heard program'.. contact Chiler

sour state W1)1111111011 of Health or the Slate Weitaie

)epartmnent



to keep Medicale's hospital insurance fund from becoming in-
solvent h) 1990. Similar discussions are taking place in state
capitals about the future of Medicaid. The proposals under dis-
cussion raise some basic questions about what the government's

roie should he in health care. who should benefit. and how much

of the cost of medical help individuals should hear. Let us
examine lour proposals. the extent to which they might offer a
solution to the piohlcm of oaring costs. and what the% would

mean for beneficiaries and taxpayers.

Their Cost-Sharing Approach

While Congress has been trying to contain the costs of publicly

subsikh/ed health care programs by taking the politically pop-
ular approach of imposing limits on what providers can charge,
it has also been mo% mg toward an unpopular but potentially

effective reined% charging the people who are covered by
Medicare and Medicaid more for the medical services they re-

eel% e. As already noted, many students of the private insurance

s% stein argue that the hest way to control costs is to ask patients

to hear some of the first -dollar costs of hospitalisation and health

care as a reminder of the cost of the services they receive.
The sonic argument is made about puhlicly subsidi/ed health
care. Many people are convinced that the chief reason why the

cost of the Medicare and Medicaid programs has escalated so

rapidly IS that recipients don't have much of an incerrive to
econonnie. In their view public subsidies for the health care

of some 50 million Americans have encouraged recipients to
act ,ts tf It were a free good. What is needed. they feel. are
additional cost. sharing measures that would deter unnecessary

ur excessive use
Mat is w hat the administration had in mind recently when

It proposed that beneficiaries of 'he Medicaid program should
he required to pay the nominal lee of a dollar or two for each
isit to a ph\ swim' and for each day of hospital care. Currently.
although stalk s ate permitted to impose modest cost sharing on

most Medicaid recipients. most states do not require ht...neficia
lies to pay an% thing for visits to doctors or hospitals. In the
st.ites that do ICtIllIre patients to pa% for part of %, hat they re

%el% e. 01 11.1% Henn. AL' required only fill the cost of prescription

drugs
When spokesmen tot the administration made the case for

mandator% co pa% ments tor all Nleklicald recipients, they argued

that sa Ines would he substantial not because of the modest
.11114,unts Iet Iplenis would pa% , 1)111 beCal1SC those out of 110ikel

ICC% %%1111111 C .is .1 reminder not to use medical lacilifies

wink% cssai il Rut 15 this S1T:11CP fur COM:1111111V health Call:

ousts likely 111 111 I Ricnce indicates that it %%ill SeNeral

%ea1..n2o. III .111 ytnnnt edndu,:ted in California. the state
imposed mall t h.trite on some of the stiles Nledi.nd welt)
tents People %%11(1 111%*%1011s1% rekvi% ekl tree lat were requited

it' 11t 'Hite dollar tot then first two office isits each month and

ill , flits tot Melt lust two pteseriptions in a month 1 he Ind%

It)

L

;,it,i1
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In addition to the medical services fOr the elderly provided by
Medicare, a large portion of the Medicaid program pays for the
health bills and nursing care of the elderly particularly older
women who are widowed or divorced.

('ongress has heen
moving toward an
unpopular but
potentiall effective
remedy charging the
people %ho arc covered
I)) Medicare and
Medicaid inure for the
medical serb ices the
receive."
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While some of the administration's pillposals have been criticized
as insensitive to the needs of the poor and the elderly, the proposals

respond to a real need: to keep the costs of publicly subsidized
health care programs from soaring still higher.

showed that ex e the charge of a dollar reduced office isits to

doctors h> about ten percent. It appears that when people can

no longer count on first- dollar coverage, they think twice about

using medical services.
But when the administration recently proposed mandator

co pa> ments for Medicaid recipients. Congress rejected the

proposal. Critics of the administration's proposal were con-
cerned that imposing any additional costs on the poor people
who are serxed h> thn,,program would represent a linancial
burden. particularly for the chronically ill who make frequent
N. 'sits to doctors or hospitals. Y.o, for the time being at least.
most Medicaid recipients are not required to pa> for any portion

oi the medical ser ices t hex rcceke.
nlike the Medicaid program. Medicate has required hen-

chetaries to pa} part of the cost of their care since it was first

put into Meet. Medicare's hospital insurance plan has sex eral

cost sharing pro'. mons One ot them is a deductible equal to

the ,kerin.le cost of one da. in the hospital I In 1984. the amount

of that deductible Is ;a(0. ) Another is a co pa> went of '4.189 per

x1,1 lor hospital sta s longer than 60 day s. Siffillarl, indi iduals
enrolled in Medt,:are's Supplementar> Medical Insurance pro
viam Pan lit share expenses In two wax s the} pa} for monthk

plenutuns La a cost of SI 7.70 per month m 1984). and must

p.ix tot the post %.-1- of cox ered expenses a, a deductible.

kW IOU. as .\ oh the Medicaid program. the adnunistra

t ion has pit yosed that benenciaries should pa> more 01 the cost

If XL. out 14 Oh, 0 n packets One pioposal would impose

sitklitional costs for a hospital Nta% ilicreasine the cusp of

Rink al I I tla NIA nom its current lex el 01 the deduct

Ibler to about 'sho4 \1:2111lig that premiums for Medicare Part

R iiChiVe bare not kept pace 1M ill thing costs, the adnums

tration would also raise the monthly premium by 40 percent

over the next five years.
If such additional cost-sharing measures were approved,

their cost would still he paid by the "medigap" insurance that
many older people buy to pay for the expenses that Medicare

doesn't cover. But the cost of that insurance would increase
proportionately. So, directly or indirectly, the burden of cost
shilling would he borne by the elderly.

Should the elderly he asked to pay more out of pocket for
melieal expenses? Some people feel that it is entirely appro-
priate to ask retired people who can afford to pay for more of
the medical expenses to do so. As Richard Rahn. an economist

with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, points out, most of the
elderly are not poor. In fact, the average income of elderly
couples in this country is now about $14,(XX), just $5,(X)0 less
than the average household income for all families. Rahn feels

that the basic issue is one of intergenerational equity. "Most
older people can afford $1(X) or $2(X). or even $1.000 for their

own medical care." he says. That is a fairer solution, he feels,

than askim: people who are currently in the work force to shoul-

der the entire burden of Medicare's growing cost.
But groups representing the elderly strenuously disagree.

They point out that individuals 65 and over are already paying

a lot for their health care. While Medicare pays for most of the

costs of hospital care, it pays less than half of the doctor's bills.

In addition, the elderly have to pay for dental care. eyeglasses,
prescription drugs, and hearing aids. In all. elderly people de-
vote about 15 percent of their income to health care. Critics of

cost sharing are particularly concerned about elderly people

with only limited means. For people at or near the poverty line

of $5.0(X), any increase in the amount the have to pay would

force them into the Medicaid program, thus offsetting the sav-
ings to the government that were intended in the first place.
Opponents of cost sharing such as Senator Edward Kennedy
feel that older people should not haxe to choose "between Food

on their table, heat for their home, or an appointment with their

doctor.
A modification that might he made to protect those with

modest incomes would he to turn Medicare into a means-tested

program. in other words, it might he refashioned into a program

that continues to offer benefits to ecer inc, while demanding
higher deductibles and co-pm mews only of those whose in-

come is ahme a certain lexel. ''chat is at issue here is whether

the go% aliment ought to subsidize those echo are Netter off to

the sank' extent that it subsidizes the 'Nu- Sonic people feel
that the same rules ought to appl to all Medicare recipients.

since all workers pax into the program through pa>roll deduc

tions. Others think that it makes sense to ask those w ho are able

to pax more to do so.
Regardless of k [tether a means test is used to deterilline

llttw much recipients should pa'.. cost ',Nazi g remains a con

no\ crstal approach to the problems f.IL mg these puhlick sub
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piogiams to its pioponents, it is a sensible solution to

a serieus problem. Its critics agree that the problem is serious
but conclude that we should look elsewhere for a solution.

The Cost of Catastrophic Illness

Looking in a different direction for some way to keep the costs
of the Medicare program from soaring higher, the administra-
tion has proposed an alternative solution. The prop.ram's costs

Lou Id he suhstantially pared down bs changing the nature of
the cos erage offered, and emphasiiing coverage for cata-
strophic illness. V, Inle Medicare current k pass most of the cost

the first days of hospital care, it pass less for every day
thereafter. If an elderly person has the misfortune of a severe

that requires a king hospital stay, the expense can eat up

the tainds sas ings and lead to the poserty that Medicare was

supposed to present That possibility. some critics contend, is

a basic flaw in the progi 3m: its pay went scheme is backwards.

creating the greatest hardship for those w ho are most seriousls

ill and in need of care.

The administration has proposed to correct that flaw by
changing Medicare benefits so that they provide protection
against catastrophic illness. while paying less of the costs of
short term hospital care. The effect would he to cut Medicare's
overall costs; What the administration proposed was to charge
people mole for the first 60 days of a hospital stay, but to
guarantee cos erage 01 all hospital espenses after that. The peo-

ple who would he nein from catastrophic coverage are the se-
nously ill who require prolonged hospital care. Since relatively
few people require such prolonged care. the cost of their care

wouldA he more than offset bs additional charges to patients for

the first tit) flays.

Rut many (Oleo io this proposal on the ground that. e'en

'iliac than flw plaits'\hrch 1111110NC higher deductibles, this would

iii alllinn Mal burden for elderly people who simply

. to pas more for their medical care. Adsocates of the

filopo \al Rills that it ss ould pros kle something that the current
plan does not. the peace Of 1111110 of ha\ mg unlimited protection.

Lat.isttophic crape. white the elderly would has e to

pas more tot medical care 'moans. they wouldn't has e to worts

allow losint their homes or becoming indigent in the e salt cif

Illo1011',2ett lithe s

this p1,111 tsouhl "Ail\ Lifindll redefine Medicare and

t!n.n.lniee Ilene Ins iti ihe few who are curt ends in greatest temp

\ I III Id MAC \lethiiiiC CO\ Cr.IVe more like the insurance

hen for rite protection. Mils( people
would mot Ietene many benefits horn it. but the benefits that

s wk. people else k Mild keep them Inn)) financial tutu.

Hie debali shining to .1 Medicare s stem that pro
d(1%. 11 tO this bask' ISslit:

k1 114 h r I \L\ \ [duals heat themsek ' he

National Health Insurance
Most of the debate about government-sponsored health care
programs now focuses on cost containment. However,

sonic people take a different approach. They insist that the
first problem we should address isn't the high cost of such

programs as Medicare and Medicaid but the fact that many

Americans are still without any health insurance. Front their
perspective, existing government programs don't go far

enough. What the nation needs, they believe, is a health

insurance system that guarantees medical care for everyone.

That is an idea that President Harry Truman first
proposed. "The benefits of medical science nave not been

enjoyed by our citizens with any degree of equality,- said
Truman in 1945, "nor will they he in the future unless

government is hold enough to do something about it.

Medicare and Medicaid represent two attempts to do

something about it. Because of those programs the current

system provides for many Americans who were not covered

a generation ago. But advocates of national health insurance

are concerned that 23 million Americans about 10

percent of the population still lack health care coverage.

The people who lose out are those who don't fit into
Medicaid's eligibility categories, an estimated 12 million

people with income below the poverty level who
nonetheless are ineligible for Medicaid. In addition, there
are many working poor who earn too much to qualify for

public assistance but too little to afford private insurance.
These are people who are self-employed or who work at

part-time jobs as waitresses, sales clerks, or domestic

workers for example --- that do not provide health benefits.
A third category of people who are not covered are those

temporarily out of work. Not poor enough to qualify for
Medicaid. but without a steady income to pay for private
insurance, they suffer the double jeopardy of economic

insecurity as well as fears about how to cope if' they need

medical assistance.
Several plans to broaden access to health care have

been submitted to the 98th Congress. While there are
substantial differences among them in how a system of

national health insurance would he financed and what the

system would cover, those proposals reflect a common

concern for making health care coverage available to all

Americans.
While their advocates acknowledge that virtually any

national health insurance plan would cost more than the

existing system, they insist that we should not refrain from

doing what is right in the name of economy and efficiency.
Thes believe that at a time when one out of esery ten

Americans 1..eks health insurance, our first concern should

he to ektend to those people the coverage that everyone else

enioys and then figure out how to pay for it.
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none of the
alternative methods of
paring down the costs
of Medicare and
Medicaid is acceptable,
that leaves us with
sonic hard choices
about how to raise the
funds needed to pay for
them."

cause they are simply too costl> and devastating, should he

shared and paid for collectively?

Choosing Health Care Providers

A third proposed reform poses quite a different issue. It forces
us to consiLler whether recipients of Medicaid should he free to

go to any doctor or hospital they choose. Currently, Medicaid
recipients may obtain health services from any practitioner or
provider willing to render medical services. The people who
designed the Medicaid program were fearful that if recipients
were restricted to just a kw designated providers, the health
care system would soon have two distinct tiers it would
provide quality care for most people and second-rate service

for the poor.
But in giving Mediciiid recipients the freedom to go to the

doctor or hospital of their choice, existing regulations also give
them the freedom to choose sonic very costly forms of care.
And that is what concerns the people who advocate this third
proposal for cost cutting. They point out that since Medicaid
recipients have no incentive to think twice about where they go
when they need medical assistance, they often choose the most

expensive care available. Rather than going regularly to the
same doctor, many Medicaid recipients go to different hospitals

and doctors on different occasions and each time they repeat

a costly series of diagnostic tests. Lacking any incentive to go
to health care providers with a record of keeping costs down.
such as HMOs, Medicaid recipients often choose the most ex-
pensive alternative, hospital emergency rooms, even if they
require only routine medical assistance. That, critics contend,
is one of the chief reasons why Medicaid's costs are now so
much higher than the> were when the program started. From
their noint of view, itsimply doesn't make sense to have a health

care stem in which people whose health care is publicly sub-

sidiied have fewer incentives to economiie than everyone else.

What, then, might he done? States might insist that Med-
icaid recipients go onl> to certain specified doctors or hospitals

.,those rates are reasonably low, or to health care providers such

as IIMOs that have a record of keeping costs down.
Like the other reform proposals, this one provokes very

difterent reactions. Some people feel that all patients should be

tree to choose their ow n health care providers, and that des-
ignated providers for Medicaid patients are very NW> to pro-
% kte secondrate service. Others feel that, especiall> at a time

when people are being dropped from the Medicaid rolls because

costs have become so burdensome, it is not unreasonable to ask

the people s ho receRe publii. funds to go to pros iders who
charg.e sonless hat less for their ser% lees.

Paying for What We Want

Rut perhaps none of these cost-cutting alternati% es is accept-
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One of the benefits that Medicare provides is that it covers the cost of surgery for many elderly
Americans.

able. Some people regard the Medicare and Medicaid programs

as promises that must he met. When these programs were passed

by Congress in the 1960s, they represented a commitment to
pros ide quality health care to most Americans, regardless of
their economic means. To defenders of the Medicare system,
any plan that would either shift medical costs hack to the ben-
eficiaries or reduce benefits is unacceptable. Their view is that

Medicare like Social Security represents a compact be-

tween the generations and one that embodies heartfelt values
about what we owe not only to the elderly. but also to others
who arc unable to prokie for themselves. Proponents of this
position think that since nullions of retired Americans made
their financial plans assuming the current level of benefits, it
would he unconscionable to change this level with so little notice.

1 tow el, cr. it none of the alternative nietluxls of paring down

the cost of Medicare and Medicaid is acceptable, that leaves us

w 'di some hard choices about how to raise the funds that are
needed to pa for them. We might, ot course. agree to higher
state -and federal taws to coyer the escalating cost of Medicaid.

Rut that is something that many taxpaers firmly oppose. To
lithe Medicare's ti cal crisis. we might agree to higher pal, roll
deductions Currently, employers and employees are each pay

mg I k percent ()I earnings into the hospital trust fund. The
Congressional Budget ( Mice estimates that it payroll taxes were

used as the sole method 01 restonng the solvency of Medicare s

13

hospital trust fund, payroll deductions would have to he about
twice as high as that by 1995, and then increase steadily there-
after. If that is the way we choose to resolve this problem. both
employees and employers will have to pay, within a kw years.

almost ten percent of the employee's wages for Medicare and

Social Security.
The question is how much further we are willing to go in

the direction of taxing people who are currently in the work
force to pay for those who are retired. At a time when programs

for the elderly constitute:the most costly item pn the federal
budget, some people conclude that we have reached the limit
of what can be committed for the aged.

l''or all the technical detail in sonic of these iti.oposals, the

discussion of reforming Medicare and Medicaid comes down
to matters of fairness and compassion, and reaching a balance

between what we have promised and what we can afford. lithe
cost of Medicare and Medicaid cannot be pared down, we will
have to figure out the fairest way to distribute their increasing
cost.

No matter how we deal with these publicly subsidized
programs, how eer. the cost of medical care for the elderl is
like!), to continue to rise because of technological advances that
are keeping people alive longer. So we turn now to a third set
of choices about medical care, choices that are posed by new

medical technologies.
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The High Cost
of Heroic Measures

tt New diagnostic and
surgical techniques
allow doctors to do far
more than they
formerly could. But
are their high costs
justified by
the results? JO)

2.4

Early in December 1982, two names were prominent in the

news Barney Clark and Jarvik 7. Barney ('lark, the Seattle

dentist who became the first human recipient of an artificial

heart, received most of the attention. The person who made

that operation possible was physician Robert K. Jarvik, who

invented the artificial heart and for whom the operation

represented the successful outcome of ton years of research.

The List -sited plastic and metal device that afforded Barney

('lark an extra 112 days of life was another impressive

demonstration of state-of-the-art medical technology that has

revolutionized the treatment of heart patients over the past

decade.
Even in the midst of the celebration of that medical

breakthrough. however, two very practical questions were being

raised: once it is possible to implant artificial hearts routinely,
who should he permitted to have them? And who will pay for

them? The cost will he high. Estimates are that even after the

procedure is perfected. an artificial heart will cost at least $50,000

and post-surgical care may cost as much as $100,000. Since

some 50010 Americans could be considered able candidates

for a heart implantation, the annual bill might come to $4 billion.

The artificial heart is only the most recent in a series of
medical advances. Time after time, we have seen that what is

experimental toy redefines the accepted standard of medical

practice tommorrow, and that the cost of these new medical
ocedures is stunningly high. Consider. for example. the most

significant advance in open-heart surgery over the past two
decades. the coronary-bypass operation. Regarded as an
experimental operation as recently as the early 1970s, this is

now a $3 billion-a-year industry. Some 165,(X10 Americans now

have bypass surgery each year, at an average cost of more than

$20.000.
Consider the history of another procedure that has saved

the lives of thousands of people --- kidney dialysis. Before

1975, only 6,000 people in the United States used dialysis
machines. Then Medicare took over dialysis payments. Today,

more than b0.000 people use dialysis machines. at an annual

cost exceeding $1 billion.
Those are only two items from a substantial list of recent

I breakthroughs. Sophisticated instruments and
procedures such as the CT scanner icomputcri/ed X.ra
equipment that produces a cross-sectional picture of a patient's

body), hip replacements. and kidney transplant operations arc

some of the Other advances of the past decade. Additional
procedures are waiting in the \4, hills. including the artificial lung

and the artlicial pancreas. artificial skin fin the treatment. of

burns, and electronic implants that may resttne hearing to the

deal and sight to the blind

Es erN Near brings a remarkable ads ;MCC I 11 medical

technolop. And because the money is as ailable in the [lined

States to use nets medical technologies. the eonic into general

use faster in this countrN. Cost, haw pow up bk...inse pin smalls
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feel obliged to do eerxthing that medical science and technology

can do and that's a hit more, and a lot more expensive than

it used to he.

Why Don't Doctors Control Costs?

There is no question that health care costs could he reduced if
physicians routinely prescribed fewer diagnostic tests, if they
confined "heroic" measures to those who clearly would derive
the most benefit from them, and if hospitals refrained from
buying expensive new equipment that benefits relatively few

patients.
Why then don't hospitals and physicians cut hack on ex-

pcnsi% e medical services to keep costs down? The most direct

answer is that the ethical imperative of the medical profession

is no' to keep costs down but to do everything possible for the

patient. After all, an additional test or treatment might help.

Rut there are other reasons why physiciar.s order more tests

than ma he necessary, or pursue the aggressive treatment of

terminally ill patients.
While physicians recognize that such treatment may he

pointless, that it may amount to nothing more than a very painful
and expensive prolongation of life. they nonetheless feel that
they cannot do anything less because of pressure from the pa-

tient's family and heause of the threat of malpractice suits.
Many physicians have taken to practicing what is known as
defensive medicine prescribing tests, or keeping terminally
ill patients connected to life-sustaining equipment so that if they

are sued. they can show that they exercised every possible pre-

caution. The great majority of malpractice suits against doctors

are ultimately dropped or dismissed because they have no valid

legal hash. But that is no deterrent to an increasing number of
people who question the judgment of medical professionals.
and seek damages for an unsuccessful medical outcome.

This threat also leads to more expensive malpractice in-
surance, especially for physicians who practice high-risk pro

cedures such as open-heart surgery yet another cost of doing

business for both doctors and hospitals

lhere is a third reason why most doctors do everything
they can do for patients regardless of cost or the prospects 01
success, and this takes us to the heart of the matter. There are

no dealt defined criteria for rationing care. If we want doctors

to he cost saers for society as well as advocates and healers

of the ill. we Me at the %er\ least imposing contradictory re
kpurcoients on them I1 firm budget limits were placed on hos

pital k arc. soMeolle \kook' hate to make the decisions about

1/4 ho ,4 ould rek.ele care and V4 ho would not. Such choices are

routinely made on the battlefield. l'h,sicians in the militar ha \ e

lonL, undo stood that hen there are too few resources to take

are (11 all (11 the wounded. del:Isms hate to be made about

hik.1.1 patients stand to benefit the most from treatment. 1/4 hleh

dentin_' treatment to sonic Is this a power that we want

It' L'Ie doctors "Not to push Pk ith all aailahle resource\ in

5
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Barney Clark was the recipient of the first human artificial heart
transplant, in an operation performed by surgeon William DeVrks
in 1982.
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"Mine after time, we
have seen that what is
experimental today
redefines the accepted
standard of medical
practice tomorrow,
and that the cost of.
new medical
procedures is
stunningly high."
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Sophisticated intensive care units such as this one give lifesaving

support to infants horn prematurely.

ex ern case leaves us open to accusation of presuming godlike

powers in deciding who shall live and who shall die,'' writes

Dr. Alexander I Amt.. chairman of Harvard's department of pre-

Yentiye medicine. "()n the other hand. to push with all available

resources when the probabilit,,, of improvement seems vanish-

ingl small Icily es us open to the accusation of presuming god-

like powers of healing. '11) balance such demands, to ration

medical care that is the hitter issue raised by the prol iferat

of high cost medical technologies.

Guidelines for Rationing Care

Medical groups luv.e been understandably reluctant to address

the sensitive problem of rationing. In June 1984, at the annual

meeting of the American Medical Association in Chicago. one

of the chief topics was what physicians could do to control

medical costs. There was a good deal of discussion about ra-

(mantle care. which has become an emotionat issue because of

the retusal 01 some Medicaid agencies and insurance groups to

pay hat- extremel expensive procedures such as organ trans-

plants But the delegates linall> supported the position of the

AMA's hoard of trustees, that it would he inappropriate "for

the ass( kidtion. by itself, to dodo') guidelines for the rationing

of itite
It the AMA has been reluctant to take a position on the

question rationing medical care, both insurance companies

and the tedeial goy eminent haze been forced to grapple with

it. With the success rate in organ transplants rising, it has be-

come a pressing matter to decide whether unlimited insurance

funds should be made available for each new medical treatment.

Heart transplants, which cost between $75,(X)0 and $125,()00,

forced the issue. Today, about 50 heart transplants are done

every year, but far more people could benefit from them. Med-
, icare still considers heart transplants like liver and pancreas
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transplants experimental, and does not currently pay for the

surgery, but that could change. As former Secretary of Health

and Human Services Patricia Harris put it. a significant increase

in the number of persons undergoing heart transplant raises

"many unanswered questions" about such matters as the patient

selection process, and the long-term social, economic, and eth-

ical consequences of the procedure.

It also raises the question of whether we may be unable to

respond to other medical problems if we devote substantial

funds to organ transplants. Cost-conscious experts at the De-

partment of Health and Human Services point out, for example,

that it' only 2,(XX) heart transplants took place each year a

conservative estimate that would cost the Medicare program

at least $5(X) milliordollars. That sum is far more then the cost

of a proposed child health assurance program which would
benefit several million children. Is there a way to balance the

needs of 2.(XX) people who need heart transplants and several

million low-income children and pregnant women who would

benefit from that proposed health assurance program?

The heart transplant issue forces us to ask whether there

are limits to the health care that any society can afford, partic-

ularly for procedures that benefit relatively few people. Re-

cently. the trustees of the Massachusetts General Hospital in

Boston raised these questions in deliberations on whether they

should start a heart transplant program. Essentially. they weighed

the value of saving six lives per year against the econorriic

impact of that program on all of the other patients at Massa-

chusetts General, and its effect on the incidence of cardiovas-

cular death in the entire society. Concluding that they have a

responsibility to evaluate new procedures on the basis of their

contribution to the greatest good for the greatest number. the

trustees decided against a heart transplant program.

Similar questions were raised this past spring when Blue

('ross and Blue Shield announced guidelines intended to contain

health care costs by reducing lab tests and radiological proce-

dures few people quemion fix:. value of.sophisticalCdPOY.0):

agnostic equipment that provides far better information than

was available a generation ago when doctors depended upon

little more than their own intuition and the tools in their black

hag. Technological advances in diagnostic equipment deserve

much of the credit for the success of modern medicine.

Nonetheless. Blue ('ross and Blue Shield, with their
"Medical necessity guidelines. are trying to reduce the un-

necessary tests that they feel substantially increase medical costs

for some 80 million subscribers. A common diagnostic practice.
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for example. is the triune use of X rays in hospital admissions.

whether or not they are very likely to provide additional infor-
mation to the attending physician. Blue Cross recommends that

such X rays not he done routinely. Another example of what
Blue ('ross regards as an unwarranted use of diagnostic tools

is ultrasound equipment. employed in toughly 40 percent of all

pregnancies to gauge the condition of the mother and the fetus.

Blue ('ross considers ultrasound ti) be a necessary diagnostic
tool only when a problem is suspected. In most cases, ultra-
sound pictures provide no more that a curious addition to baby

albums.

How Necessary Are CT Scanners?

One of Blue ('ross' main concerns is to prevent unwarranted
use of the most sophisticated and costly of diagnostic tools, the

("I scanner. The scanner is a convenient, noninvasive instru-
ment that can he used to diagnose a wide variety of disorders.

Essentiall), it is a computer- assisted X-ray machine capable of
producing a cross-sectional picture of any part of the body.
Because it is capable of distinguishing between brain tissue and

a tumor, for example. and because it pinpoints the location of
such abnormalities as tumors and identifies their sire, it pro-
% ides far better information than ordinary X rays do. Considered

one of the most significant of recent breakthroughs in medical

technology, the ("I' scanner is a piece of equipment that most
hospitals would like to have. fl,:spite a price tag of at least a

million dollars.
Critics concerned about the tendency of hospitals to pur-

chase complex machiner, as a badge of prestige have insisted

that ( "I' scanners should not he installed in every hospital. Since

1974. w hen the ledcral government began requiring hospitals
to obtain a certificate of need from a health planning agency

before making major capital expenditures. many hospitals have

been dented CT scanners.
The lac! that D.C. General Hospital in Washington was

one of the hospitals that didn't have a scanner became an issue

in April I 98 I . when Loraine Blake. a Washington school-
teacher. was admitted to the hospital's emergency room corn.
!flaming of a severe headache. Several hours later she slipped

into a coma trout which she did not recover. Two weeks later

she died. Her husband sued the city, which runs the hospital,
for not taking Mrs. Blake to one of the area hospitals equipped

scanners. Such scanners are especially important in
.

0)01116 nCL'. AINC Wey proVtde.rr-trtst -and-accurate

agnosis ol head injuries. The judge didn't find the hospital at

Wilt for not hay ing the equipment. But Mr. Blake won his suit
against the city for failing to transfer Mrs. Blake to a hospital

equipped with -a CT scanner. When journalists followed up the

story. it was determined that in a six-month period, eight people

died at D.C. General who might have lived if' the hospital had

been equipped w ith a CI' scanner. There was a good deal of

criticism of a procedure which, in the name of containing mcd-
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Breakthroughs in medical technology provide powerful new di-
agnostic tools such as the CT scanner.

ical costs, keeps doctors and hospitals from purchasing the

equipment they need and then results in the loss of life. That

underlines the basic issue: what value do we place on a human

lite? What costs are we willing to pay for technologies that save

only a few lives per year?
Even though the certificate-of-need procedure has kept

many hospitals from purchasing cr scanners, they are becom-

ing increasingly common. It is estimated that there are now

some .1.0(X) of them nationwide. Because their initial cost is so

high. they have to he run at high volume to keep average costs

down. For that reason, there is a strong incentive to use them

-- as the Blue Cross guidelines point out even when patients

complain of nothing more than minor headaches, at a cost of

more than $3(X) to the patient (or the insurer).

4t dear fluff in-many eases where CT scanners are

used, the additional information they provide is not worth the

cost. But how relevant is this considerat ion? Should all hospitals

have equipment like CT scanners. regardless of their expense.

in order to prevent the death of people like Loraine Blake? Or

should hospitals he required to assess such big- ticket purchases

with an eye toward cost effectiveness. even if it means that

some people will he deprived of the advantages of state-of-the-

art equipment?
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('ritics charge that many hospitals buy every new piece of equipment that is developed,
regardless of its cast, as a badge of institutional prestige.

Intensive Care

Some of the most contentious discussions of health care ra-
tioning inole the use of intensive care units, called ICUs. It

is in Is that a variety of medical technologies including

respirators, antibiotics, and pacemakers are employed to

keep alive people who until recently would have had little chance

of stirs k mg_ In the words of Colorado's Governor Richard
Lamm, "Medical science is replacing God in deciding when

we
Mdiv., many hospitals are equipped with intensive care

units for premature infants. Si x percent of all live births in the
country invoke premature or critically ill babies who require
intensive care Al It Mighty Voal to that of coronary
bypass surgery, premature infants weighing as little as two to
three pounds often survive to lead normal lives. The question

as with each of these other medical technologies -- is whether

we're willing to pay roughly $150.0(X) for the care of an infant
who would almost certainly die without such deliberate and
intensive treatment. Recognizing that infants weighing less than

about two and one fourth pounds are more likely to he eerely
handicapped, w here should we draw the line between infants
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who should receive intensive care and those who should not?
Carried to the extreme. these heroic measures seem to some
people to represent the nightmare of modern medicine gone
awry. In one instance a couple described how their baby. who

was born with major defects, was kept alive against their wishes

until he died six months and more than $1(X),000 later.
Decisions regarding the elderly in intensive care are equally

wrenching -- for the patient, the patient's family. and the phy-
sician. It is significant that doctors don't very often speak any
mole of death by natural causes. The sicknesses that once were

the chief causes of death among the elderly, such as pneumonia
which used to he referred to as "the old man's friend."

sparing people from years of disability and allowing a relatively

speedy and dignified death can now he arrested through the

use of antibiotics. respirators. and other means. Modern med-

icine allows doctors to sustain life far longer than in the past.
To some, they keep withered leaves on the tree long after nature

would have let them fall.
Longer life is of course something to he valued. The fact

that hooks on "prolongevity" and extending one's life span are
hest sellers suggests how eager people are to live longer. What

is at issue here is not the measure.. that might he taken to protect
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The Slow, Costly Death of Mrs. K.

At a time when there is increasing debate about the value of

intensive care for the terminally ill, David Hellerstein, a
New York City physician, examined the hospital bill for oae

elderly woman, Mrs. K. After 25 days in the hospital.
al must all of it in the intensive care unit, there were some

7(N) items on her bill, whose total amount was $47,311.20.

Reconstructing from that hill what happened in Mrs. K's
last days Dr. Hellerstein provides a vivid portrait of what

intensise care means.

September 23: Mrs. K. has been taken to the emergency
room.of a renowned hospital on Manhattan's Upper West

Side. More than $200 worth of blood tests are ordered,

$232 worth of X rays taken, $97.50 worth of drugs
administered. She is sick, very sick.

September 24: Mrs. K.. has been moved to the Intensive

('are Unit. It costs $500 a day to stay in the ICU, base rate.

ICI!, were developed in the 1960s. They provide
technological life-support systems and allow for
extraordinary patient monitoring. Without the attention she

N recei ing in the ICU, Mrs. K. might already he dead.

September 26: Mrs. K. has been running a high fever. She

is put on gentamicin, a powerful antibiotic.

September 27: It is Mrs. K's fifth day at the hospital. and
she is.slipping closer to death: her lungs begin to fail. She is

put on a respirator which costs $119 a day to rent and

requires a special technician to operate.

September 29: Mrs. K's first week in intensive care ends in

a flourish of Mood tests. She has five Chem-8 tests that

measure the level of sodium, potassium, and six other

chemicals in her blood. The hospital charges Mrs. K. $31

for each Chem-8. Mrs. K. has also started peritoneal
dialysis. Her kidneys are failing. She is still hooked up to
the respirator. She is being kept alive by what Lewis

Thomas calls "halfway technologies "halfway''
because kidney dialysis machines and respirators can

A44,111p4 WI 4 tt}1444 4441.44111:44,14.1-44 /1111C, but can't

illre the undcrly mg disease.

September 30: Mrs. K. has been put in a vest restraint.

Restraints arc used in nnensixe care to keep patients from

thrashing about or pulling their tubes out. Many ICU
patients develop what is called "ICU psychosis. They
become disoriented and begin hallucinating. The condition
is brought on by lack of sleep, toxic drugs, the noise of the

I('t / staff and machines, and pain.

October 6: Mrs. K. has been in intensive care for two
weeks. She is still running a very high fever. Mrs. K. has
been placed on a special blanket: it is hooked up to a

machine that functions like a refrigerator. The blanket helps

lower Mrs. K's body temperature. Should her temperature

rise too high, she may suffer permanent brain-damage.

October 15: Mrs. K's fourth week in the hospital begins
with a spinal tap. Using a long needle, a doctor drains fluid
from her spinal cord. A spinal tap is performed when a

patient has what are called "neurological signs. Partial
paralysis is one such sign, loss of consciousness another.

When doctors order a spinal tap, they suspect brain disease.

October 17: Weeks of halfway technology have given the
doctors time for testing. The doctors may even have
diagnosed what is wrong with Mrs. K. But the ICU and its
technology have not given them the ability to cure her. Now

the heart, which has been failing, gives out: cardiac arrest.

There is a burst of activity. Bicarbonate, epinephrine, and

other drugs are administered. Thirteen bottles of
intravenous solution are poured in.

October 18: Mrs. K's last minutes are recorded on the
various ICU monitors. The level of oxygen in her blood
falls. She dies. Total cost of 25 days in the hospital. nearly

all this time in intensive care: $47,311.20. Of' this, Blue
Cross will pay $41.933.87. The doctors' bills that arc not
covered by hospitalization insurance come to thousands of

dollars more. In 1982, the last year for which figures are
available, Americans spent $322 billion on health care. Of'
this. $135.5'billion was spent on hospital care. There were
56,241 ICU beds in 1982 like the one Mrs. K. was kept
alive in. and about $27 billion was spent for their use. That

represented nearly one percent of the gross national

product.
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One example of today's sophisticated medical technologies, the
computerized respiratory monitoring system, allows doctors such

as Stephen Finestone of Pittsburgh's Montefiore Hospital to ac-
curately monitor patients' vital signs.

"At what point should
life-sustaining
treatment be
discontinued? What
value do we put on
saving a human life, on
reducing pain, on
extending the lifespan?"
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an otherwise healthy middle-aged adult from a particular med-

ical peril ---- thus to allow that individual a normal life span of
three score and ten. The question is what. if anything. should
be done to extend human life beyond that point for individuals
who are aged and infirm? Even in biblical times, the age of 70
was not regarded as an absolute upper limit. The psalmist held
out the possibility of 80 years "by reason of strength.- But
how do we feel about extending life for the elderly for months
or years solely through life-sustaining treatment?

This is so sensitive a topic that it is difficult to raise the
possibility that we may already have gone too far in the direction

of routinely resorting to intensive care for the elderly care

that in many cases only marginally increases risk, but greatly
adds to the cost of treatment. Fully 80 percent of Americans
die in hospitals or nursing homes, most of them in the course
of receiving some sort of medical treatment. Last year. Medi-
care alone paid about $15 billion for the care of the terminally
ill in their last six months of life. Some critics regard that ex-
penditure not as an expression of collective compassion for the

elderly but as evidence of our disinclination to develop guide-

lines for the use of an extraordinarily expensive medical tech-
nology. In the words of British observer Norman Macrae.
"Although third-party insurance.makes it profitable for a doctor

to pump the finest medications into an unprotesting near-corpse.

there is no evidence that this extended the average patient's life
by more than a few harrowing days. For each day that it did,
it will have raised the national health hill by nearesnother

$100 million."
Any such statement provokes the furor of people who re-

gard discussion of the rationing of medical care as a blatant
insult to the elderly. In remarks to the Colorado Health Lawyers

Association in 1983. Governor Richardl.amm said that "We've
got a duty to die, to get out of the wa) ith our machines and

our artificial hearts.'' He was referring to the terminally ill and

the importance of facing up to the difficult question of when
heroic measures should be discontinued. His remark was widely

construed as an invitation to the elderly to leave by the nearest

exit. and it provoked an uproar. Florida Representative Claude
Pepper. 83. a leading spokesman for the elderl>, accused the

governor of "downgrading the elderlx. Others angril de-
manded Lamm's resignation.

Who Should Choose?

Yet with each new advance in medical technolop the issue
grows more important: at what point should life-sustaining
treatment be discontinued? On one level. this is a question that

physicians need to address. Perhaps the should be more se-

lective in admitting terminally ill patients for whom the life-
sustaining capabilities of an I('Ii represent nothing more than
a means of prolonging suffering. But at a mme fundamental
lex el. the issue here is a alue question that we all need to
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address. w hat talus do we put on saving a human life. on re-
ducing pain, on extending the lifespan? How do those values
change w hen the lite at stake is a relative's, a neighbor's. a
stranger's'

Is the same aggressive treatment that is routinely pursued
with a 35-year-old appropriate with an g year-old? If not, which

medical plot:dines should he denied to the elderly? Other coun-

tries have begun to confront this question. The British National
Health Sell, ice. for example, has a policy of not providing he-
modialy sis to people over 65. and Sweden routinely denies
expensive organ transplants to people over 65. In order to con-

tam soaring medical costs for the society as a whole. we might
agree to such rationing. But how would we feel if the elderly
ilerson who needed that organ transplant were our own parent.

out spouse. our friend and furthermore if that person were
otherwise in perfectly good health? What if that person were
you?

Britain's experience with strict budget limits on its Na-
tional Health Service suggests what it might mean in the United
States to begin rationing medical assistance. If American doc-

tors followed the example of their British counterparts. they
would neigh not only the medical aspects of diagnosis and
treatment but also the patient's age. general health, family re-
sponsibilities. and chances of recovering. That. as Henry J.
Aaron and William Schwan/, authors of a recent study of the
British sy stein, point out, "would require a far-real-ling change
in attitude fur many American doctors who believe it unprofes-
sional-, if not immoral, fur doctors to consider costs in deciding
what actions to take on behalf of patients.-

Aaron and Schwan/ point out that if rationing were applied

in this ciiuntry II budget limits prevented physicians from
domg eerx thing in their power to treat fetal defects. for ex-
ample. or to sustain the lives of those with irremediable medical

problems one probable result Vould he a substantial increase

in the number of malpractice suits. Some people would allege
that hospital rules deny mg treatment in certain cases are capri-

cious. that abrarx decisions iolate our right to equal protec-

tion uncler the law. In Britain not tualiN malpractice suits are
filed because that coutitrA tort sx stem diners slihstallltalk from

our own_ British claimants hate to pax out of pocket for a
lay.er's set% lies. regardless of the outcome of the case. If the
case is lost. claimants may hate to pax for the defendant's costs

as well l It s..cOtt LAW 441e-lbid of

the a Mil' i1 then %km. and recei%e nothing if they lose.

do (me substantial obstacle to redefining standard medical
practice and offering something less than the hest possible treat-

ment to ex erone would he the threat of a flood of malpractice

suits that Lould lit Aaron's and Schwartis vords "choke

the courts and paralyse medical practice.'' What might be nec
essarx. it we choose to contain medical costs by rationing med-

ical treatment for sonic purposes and some patients. is a change

in the law s that now encourage people to sue doctors and hos-
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pitals if they feel that medical treatment has been withheld or
pciorly performed.

Nev' technologies have substantially increased the cost of
medical care. One way to contain those costs would he to agrx

upon certain limits to their use when it is clear that cost, out-
weigh benefits, In this country. as in Britain, doctors might he
encouraged to develop rules of thumb to distinguish extravagant

care from standard medical practice. That is what many people
propose as the most promising approach to contain medical
costs. They believe that much of what is now done in the name

of "standard medical practice- is unnecessary and excessive
and that if we were to cut back on the use of certain pro-

cedures, we wouldn't he forced to accept cutbacks in otherareas

of social spending.
But that means deciding which potentially beneficial

equipment such as CT scanners hospitals should not he

able to purchase. It means deciding which services such as

organ transplants --- should not he performed so often. It means

deciding when life-sustaining measures should not he applied.
And those are decisions that can't he made by the medical
profession alone.
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Putting a Priority and a
Price Tag on Health Care

Thinking about what is
in the public interest
requires both patients
and health care
providers to weigh in a
humane fashion the
cost and benefits of
medical care.11
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Lark in the summer of 1984, there was .once good news for a
change about health care costs. While the price of medical care

was still rising faster in the first half of the year than that of

most goods and services, the rate of inflation in medical care
dropvu to 6.5 percent. almost four points lower than it had
been in 1981. Commenting that the country has "broken the
hack of the health care inflation monster, Secretary of Health

and Human Services Margaret Heckler attributed the progress

to the new Medicare reimbursement scheme that pays fixed

amounts for each medical procedure. While not everyone would

agree that the new reimbursement scheme. by itself, represents

a cure for soaring health care costs. few would deny that its

restraining effect is important.
There are other signs of progress. In Iowa. which just a

few years ago was troubled by health care costs that strained
the state's budget and the ability of employers to keep up with
rising health premiums, a concerted statewide plan has led to
dramatically lower hospital admissions and thus to lower health

care costs. As a result of declining use of hospital beds by Blue

Cross and Blue Shield subscribers, that company announced
that as of July I , Iowa subscribers would-benefit from the first

general reduction in health insurance rates since rapid health

care inflation started.
What happened in Iowa is a reminder that something can

be done about the problem. Across the country, various steps
are heitig taken to attack it. Yet the problem of soaring costs is

by no means solved. In many regions, health c2re costs arc still

increasing at twice the rate of inflation. Although various

proposals have been made to solve Medicare's crisis, there are

still real questions about how to close the huge gap that will

open within a few years between that program's revenues and

its projected outlays. Further. because of new medical
technologies, and the aging of the population. health care costs

are likely to continue their inexorable rise.

How do we gain control over this troubLig situation? It
is not enough for us either as individuals or as a society .-

to say that we want the highest-quality care for all. As the cost

of doing all that medical science is capable of doing has become

more apparent. many Americans have begun to confront the

necessity of choice.
Perhaps the first point to recognise is that the. arious things

we want in a health care system are not compatible with each

44Ik't we. 4au aceu. in:IBA people fL:ei thin flu one should

go v. idiom medical care because of their inability to pax. These

people want a health care insurance ssteni that prevents financial

hardship in the case of a severe illness or accident. Yet many
of them also want a s stem that makes efficient use of resources
and that discourages excessive or InInecCssall use of the medical

s stem. Most people want to avoid a large tax increase that

might Iv imposed to sole the Medicare crisis. set (hex don't
think the elderls should pax 1110I' of their medical costs out of

then pocket. People , ant cutbacks in goxerninent spending,
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but they don't %k ant cutbacks in Medicare or Social Security.
the two programs whose costs have been rising more rapidly

than any others
Such incompatible w ishes are one reason why it is so

difficult to contain health care costs. Coming to a decision liffees

Its to confront the high costs of medical s (vices that many have

come to regard as a right. Coming to a decision forces us to
choose our priorities, and to recognise that we may have ro give

up certain things'in order to ,.f.et those that we e regard as more

important
plow can the health care system he made both ellicient and

el leen% ' Can we encourage both patients and health care
providers to weigh with compassion the henelits and Lusts of
medical care ' These are the problems we face.

Choices and Consequences

Basically. there are just two ways to resolve Mk. prIlicin. Our
first choice is simply to accept the high and growing costs of
health care Some people feel that health care is so important
that cost should he no consideration. that all cost-cutting mea-
sures are unacceptable because they deprive some patients of the

cafe that they need As eypensive as health care is. they peel

that it's worth it After all. because (}1 the mone- that we've
invested in health care over the past MCI-anon. we have new
equipment and new drugs that give people a better chance of
fighting oil diseases that once were fatal. Because of the funds
that have been conmutted to government subsidised medical
programs. we are taking hetter care of older eitilens and Ihe
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poor than we did in the past. Now. if this is our choice, the
problem is: who should pay for it? And which of our *ther
national goals might have to he scaled down in 'order to pay the

high cost of medical care?
Our second choice leads to equally difficult decisions.

Considering the strain that soaring health care costs place on
government budgets. on employers. and on individuals, we
could decide that limits should he imposed. But doing this means

redrawing the "contract specifying the kind of medical care
people are entitled to. and how much they will pay for it.

As we have seen, three fundamentally different cost-cut-
ting strategies have been proposed. Some people feel that the
basic problem is that neither patients nor providers have an
incentive to think about costs. From this perspective, the hest
,rope for containing cost is to make medical care once again an

economic good. Patients should he required to pay larger de-
ductibles and co-payments its order to discourage unnecessary

use of medical facilities. There might he greater incentives for
people to join 11MOs and other types of health care systems
that provide an atternative to fee- forservice niedicinr. Enl
ploces might he given a choice among health care plans as an
incentiveo shop around. In brief. one way to tiring costs down
would he to make both health care consumers and providers
more cost conscious, to make shopping for medical care more

like the shopping we do for other goods and services.
A second cost-cutting strategy is based on the view that

health care Costs have increased so rapidl since the mid- I 6 0 N

because government-subsidi/ed programs particularly Med-

icare and Medicaid have been too generous. creating a very
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Health
It's your turn to choose.

!hely debate about health care costs has begun."Ilis ad is ap-
pearing in local newspapers in various communities which are

participating in a Health Vote" campaign designe to encourage
citizens' participation in decisions about health care costs and

alternatives.

:.ostly entitlement. In this view. Americans have been encour-
aged 1.1 these programs to regard medical care as a tree euod.

India 'duals haze not had to acknowledge the cost of the services

they consume.
for the people V.. ho regard government -suhsidiied pro-'

grams as the chief reason for so.ii in health care costs, the most

promising solution is to put tighter reins on Medicare and med-

k,Ild One as of paring down the cost 01 these programs. as

. v. (WM he to has c the poor and the clderly pay a larger

share of their medical expenses. Another would he to change

the nature of the coverage. to cut its cost hs redefining its pur-

pose It the elderly paid most ot the cost of routine medical care

out of their own pockets. while receix mg In exchange the ati

stir that costs of long-term hospitalization would be coy
ered. oxerall costs would be lowered

lit% wise such proposals would cut existing Nledicare hem.

and lois c people io pax more from their ow 11 pocket. tho
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are staunchly opposed by many. An alternative that many favor

is to impose cost controls in order to stop doctors and hospitals

from increasing the prices they charge.
The third cost-cutting strategy that we examined assumes

that the chief factor pushing up health care costs is the sophis-
ticated medical technologies and heroic measures that provide

a level of medical care not formerly possible. The availability

of organ transplants, intensive care units, and extraordinarily
expensive diagnostic tools like CT scanners raises questions
that are increasingly important. Does every American have a

right to the best health care available? Should heroic measures
such as organ transplants and aggressive treatment in intensive

cure units take place so often? Is it in the public interest to

encourage the development and installation of state-of-the-art

medical technologies no matter what their cost, or how few
patients might benefit from them? If progress is to he made in

containing health care costs, citizens have to begin grappling

with questions such as these.

Establishing Priorities
Beyond these specific proposals. there are two issues that force

us to define our values. The first is how much equality we want

and what we are prepared to sacrifice to achieve it. While many

of the participants in the health care debate feel that the Tain

problem is cost, others feel that we should not refrain fr m

doing what is right in the name of economy and efficienc

They believe that at a time when at least 20 million Ameri

lack health care insurance, our primary concern should be to

extend to them the coverage that everyone else enjoys and

then figure out how to pay for it.
The second issue.is what priority we want to assign to

health and health care. How important is our own health, our
neighbor's. or that of millions of other Americans? While it is

often asserted that quality health care is a right and that a per-

son's health is more important than anything else. that still doesn't

answer a very practical question: how much health care is

enough'? With regard to extraordinarily expensive medical pro-
cedures such as organ transplants. we have to ask: how should

scarce resources he rationed'? In which cases are the high costs

of heroic measures not justified?
As health care consumers, we are encouraged by a third-

part) payment system not to think about the cost of the services

we consume. Rut as participants in the debate twer health care

cost, we are obliged to keep those costs in mind and to

remember that resources could he used to satisfy other goals.

The various choices we have examined would help to contain

the soaring cost of health care. Rut the %sould also reduce the

access ot some people to medical 'ers ices, or impose on in-

dix [thuds more of their expense. It is essential that the public

loin the debate about health care costs because it is the public's

health and in a larger sense. the public good that is at

stake
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For Further Reading
For a comprehensive and insightful account of how the Amer-
ican health care system evolved to its present furni, see Paul
Starr's The Social TransfOrmation a! American Medicine (New

York: Basic Books, 1 )82). Many of the questions raised in this

issue book on such matters as third-party payments, the
"right" to health care, limiting expenditures on health care,
and the high cost of medical technologies are explored in a

useful anthology, Tlw Nation's Health, edited by Philip R. Lee,

Nancy Brown, and Ida Red (San Francisco, Boyd and Fraser,
1981). Victor R. Fuchs has put together a brief and thoughtful
essay on the choices this nation faces regarding health care in

Who Shall Live' (New York: Basic Books, 1974).
For a profile of some ways in which individual:: are af-

fected by the high costs of medical care, and of the health care
industry as big business, see Edward M. Kennedy, In Critical
Condition (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1972), In its "Health

Report" series, the National Journal has presented a series of

informative pieces on the politics of health care reform. See in

particular. "Medicare on the Critical List," by Linda Demkov-

ich, National Journal, July 30, 1983. For a useful overview on

Medicaid. see Thomas W. Moloney's What's Being Dane About

Medicaid? (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 1982).
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2. The Sowing Cost of Health Care
Please answer these questions after you have attended the discussion or read the booklet. Answer them without
retereme to your earlier answers. Then hand in both reports to the forum moderator, or mail them to the Domestic
Policy Association in the attached prepaid envelope. (In case no envelope is enclosed, you can send these pages
to the, Domestie Policy Association at 5335 Far Hills Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45429.)

Part I:
For eachthem below, check the appropriate 1-44to indicate if it is something

we -s ould do now
I we s ould do a it health care costs keep rising faster than inflation
i we should not do under any circumstance

Proposals:

A. Introduce more competition into the health care system:

1. Establish higher deductibles so that patients pay inure of their medical
bilk before insurance coverage begins

PRO: Would remind !iconic that health care is CON: Fund, budgets could be strained. es
something L+e pan tor one via, or another Pellidi\ in the short run, and some might put

oft Necking the care the need
. _

2. Pro\ ide workers with a choice of insurance plans and incentives to shop
kw the insurance they need

PRO: Would put pressure on insurance cam- CON: ( a "brib .or employees to dis-
pames to he more comp Iihve and otter hotter insure themsel \ because those who need
.aloes the money nnght opt for madequat erage

3. Encourage people to join HMOsHealth Maintenance Organizations

PRO: HMOs he a record of pro \ kling good CON: Violent would haw to giLe up then
health care for .1 !mktr price lannh, doctor

. . . .

B. Limit health care costs through government initiatives:

4. Regulate costs imposing limits on how much doctors and hospitals can
charge

PRO: I his kinild be the most &red \La% to CON: Hospitals and doctors might cut hack on
t (Imam .osts the Llualit of the, proL ide

5. `lake all Nledicare and Medicaid recipients pa> more of their own bilk
before coverage begins

PRO: it \kimid utme.e...it 11,c tot CON: %twill preLent some people. e%peoall
the hi.dth Ihe poor,, from seeking the L are the L need

6. Impose higher deductihleN on Nledicare recipients with higher incomes

PRO: It k Ian it) IIIAC Iht e Nhu:atl at lord CON: Since VW all pa. into Medicare. its not
to pal. mote Nur for some to get more benelits than others

7. Require 1.ledICatd recipients to usc clinics, HMOs, and other facilities
nth a record of holding down costs

PRO: 1.0.P.I\ ha\ I" pay h"r
the most ctn lent loons 01 treatment

CON: It the poor ate treated ditterentIL trom
eLerone eke, their :ale NA III Ille nab! he

oine set. ond rale

8. Rats! tales to pits the mereaNtng costs tit Medicare and Ntedicaid

PRO: \ti what k rn du se pro:21.1111s \10111t.1

health elderh, can at lord to paL more themselves
CON: 'matt- to raise t, Les k hen many ttl the

7-
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Proposals:

C. Limit heroic measures to contain costs:

9. Relax malpractice laws to encourage doctors to perform fewer diagnostic

tests and practice less "defensive" medicine

PRO: Both -detensive- medicine and the cost CON: Takes away a patient \ right to sue, the

ot malpractice insurance add to health care best protection people have

inflation

Should
Do

Now
Only
If

Should
Nol Not
Do Sure

1-1

10. Define strict criteria about who is eligible for very expensive treatments

such as .organ transplants

PRO: Those who would derive the most hene- CON: some people w ill be deprived ot ble-

w would still get these procedures saving care

El El El

11. Put strict limits on hospitals' ability to buy expensive technology such

as CT scanners

PRO: Such equipment is usuall!, available in CON: Such equipment might not he there for

nearhv hospitals those who need it

Part II:
For each of the following, mark whether you favor or oppose this measure.

Favor
12. Institute a national health insurance program that would

guarantee health insurance for all Americans (

13. Expand Medicare to provide catastrophic illness protec-
tion to all recipients I

14. Expand Medicare to cover the cost of prescriptions. eye-
glasses. and hearing aids ( I

Part Ill:
Background Questions

15. Which of the following DM activities
,,ou participate in?

Read the booklet
Attended a forum
Both
Neither ... ....................

Oppose

[

I.

Not Sure

did 18. Which of these age groups are you in?

Under 18
18 to 19
30 to 44
45 to 64
65 and oo

19. Are von a man or a woman:'

Man
Woman

16. I d ou participate in a f WA (MIM Ia. t ear?

Yes
;

No. ;

17. Did ou roe will oui participate in 1WA for
urns on other topics thiA ear?

No



"I know no sac'

depository of the'

ultimate powers

(1f the society but the

people themselves;

and if we think

them not enlightened

enough to exercise

their control with a

wholesome discretion,

the remedy is not

to take it

from them, but to

inform their discretion

by education."
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